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ABSTRACT
^

h.

» •

Knowledge integration is an important topic for knowledge engineering. In this
dissertation, we explore some aspects of knowledge integration, namely, accumulation
of scientific knowledge and performing analogical reasoning on the acquired
knowledge.
Knowledge to be integrated is conveyed by paragraph-like pieces, these pieces
will be referred to as documents. By incorporating some results from cognitive sci
ence, the Deutsch-Kraft model of information retrieval is extended to a model for
knowledge engineering, which integrates acquired knowledge and performs intelligent
retrieval. Die resulting computer model is termed COGMIR, which stands for a
COGnitive Model for Intelligent Retrieval. A scheme, named query invoked memory
reorganization, is used in COGMIR for knowledge integration. Unlike some other
schemes which realize knowledge integration through subjective understanding by
representing new knowledge in terms of existing knowledge, the proposed scheme
suggests at storage time only recording the possible connection of knowledge acquired
from different documents. The actual binding of the knowledge acquired from dif
ferent documents is deferred to query time, depending on the actual needs of the
query. Therefore, although there is only one way to store knowledge, there are poten
tially numerous ways to utilize the knowledge.
From the classical information retrieval viewpoint, we have extended the original
model in the following sense, not only each document be represented as a whole, but
also the meaning of each document can be represented. In addition, since facts are

constructed from the documents, document retrieval and fact retrieval are treated in a
unified way. Moreover, when the requested knowledge is not available, query
invoked memory reorganization can generate suggestion based on available
knowledge through analogical reasoning. This is done by revising the algorithms
developed for document retrieval and fact retrieval, and by incorporating Gentner’s
structure mapping theory. Analogical reasoning is treated as a natural extension of
intelligent retrieval, so that two previously separate research areas are thus combined.
A case study is provided to demonstrate the fundamental ideas. All the com
ponents are implemented as list structures, which bears an interesting similarity to
relational databases.

x

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Integration of scientific knowledge
Knowledge acquisition has been identified as the "bottleneck" in knowledge
engineering, particularly in the building of expert systems [Coom84]. For a human
being, knowledge acquisition is a tedious process. Knowledge is acquired piece by
piece, chunk by chunk, therefore, there is a need for knowledge integration. Since
knowledge is acquired with so much difficulty, there is also a natural desire to fully
utilize this acquired knowledge.
How does a computerized information system deal with knowledge integration?
Knowledge integration differs from the plain storage of knowledge in that it is not the
original form of the input is stored word by word, but its internal representation (i.e.,
its "meaning") is stored, and the knowledge obtained from the different inputs should
be organized to facilitate later use.
There have been some research which address some aspects of knowledge
integration. We start our investigation from a computer program, CYRUS [Kolo83],
which records diplomatic activities about two former Secretaries of States, Vance and
Muskie. Preprocessed by FRUPMP [DeJo79], the actual input to CYRUS takes the
form of events which record the diplomatic activities of these two persons. For any
event o f a "diplomatic meeting", the person involved in this event (the actor), the
counteipart of this actor, and the topic of that meeting are recorded. For instance, one
event may record the actor as Vance, the counterpart as Begin, and the topic is the

Camp David Accords. There may exist another event which takes Vance as the actor,
but with Gromyko as the counterpart, and the topic is the SALT talks. The features
common to these events are put in a content frame (which forms a "node” in a gradu
ally constructed tree-like structure), while the difference between these events is used
as indexing (each event is stored as a "leaf'). Therefore, by using a scheme "indexing
by difference," a discrimination tree is constructed to store the events, and knowledge
integration is thus realized. When new input enters the system, it is compared with
the existing events, the process of constructing the discrimination tree thus continues
in a similar manner. Various retrieval strategies in CYRUS have been described, and
through some kind of inference, the system is able to answer questions which were not
explicitly stated. Another work that concerns knowledge integration is IPP [Lebo83,
Lebo85], which takes terrorism stories as input. For instance, one story may be a short
input describing three gunmen attacking a U.S. army vehicle at a certain place, and
another story reporting that the IRA killed an old, unarmed security guard in some
other place. IPP integrates the input through generalized memory.
Although some differences exist between these two projects (e.g., CYRUS is
able to deal with greater details about events, while IPP can deal with a larger quantity
of events) [Lebo83], both these works realize Schank’s theory of dynamic memory
[Scha82, Scha83j. Schank discusses the integration of various events such as "eating
in restaurants" or "car accidents," and proposes some "knowledge structures" to han
dle such. What are the common features of the input for these works? All of them
concern episodic memory (the memory concerning personal experience). Each of
them is pertinent to a certain topic and is restricted in a small knowledge domain.

Moreover, all the input for a project look alike; they may be viewed as different
instances of a more general phenomenon (eg. diplomatic activities or terrorism). Con
sequently, integration for this kind of input implies: (I) generalization, i.e., organizing
the input instances; and (2) interpreting new input in terms o f old. That is, to choose
appropriate existing structures, to extract features and traverse indices, and to con
struct a discrimination tree.
This kind of integration is usually referred to as subjective, because new input is
interpreted through existing knowledge. Subjective understanding is also the theme of
some other works (eg. [Carb81]). Consequently, the memory (the place to store
knowledge) is reorganized whenever a new input item is acquired. These works do
show some important aspects of knowledge integration. Nevertheless, knowledge
integration still means more. For one thing, episodic memory is not the only type of
memory that should be investigated. Moreover, sometimes it is preferable that some
kind of knowledge is stored in a "neutral", I.e., non-subjective manner, so that it can
be used later through various ways, depending on various query needs. This cannot be
realized through the models such as CYRUS or IPP. What is more, it has been pointed
out that the structure of CYRUS lacks predictive power [Coom84], which is a crucial
point in knowledge engineering.
The term "knowledge" may mean quite different things for different people. In
this thesis, we will exclusively use it to refer to "compressed information" [Mich83]
contained in the input. In order to explain what we are trying to do, consider the fol
lowing four items, each carrying a piece of scientific knowledge.

SAMPLE INPUT O F SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE

Harvey discovered that there are two kinds of blood vessels, the veins and the
arteries. The veins carry blood to the right side of the heart. The arteries carry
blood away from the left side of the heart

Newcomen devised a system for passing steam into the cylinder of his engine.
The steam was then cooled, and as it cooled, it condensed, or turned to water.
Since water takes up so much less room than steam the pressure dropped in the
cylinder and a piston slipped down. The up-and-down movement of the piston
operated a pump that sucked water out of the mine.

The tiny blood vessels, or capillaries, connect the arteries and veins. With the
aid of his microscope Malpighi examined the lungs of a frog and saw for the first
time the blood traveling from the arteries into the capillaries and then into the
veins.

People became convinced that bats found their way by hearing, and that they did
this by emitting ultra-sonic sound which was reflected from obstacles close by
and served to warn the bat so that it could avoid the objects.

These paragraph-like inputs are directly taken from junior science books
[Greg63, Burk78, Gera68] with slight revision, but they may also be abstracts
obtained by using a "skimmer" to longer articles [Maud87]. What are the features of
these inputs? They are not "events" that concerns some person’s particular expert-

ence. Each of these inputs is a partial conclusion or can be viewed as a "mental
model" (i.e., the way people view the physical world). The contents of these input
bring us knowledge about objects (or concepts) and their relationships. Here the
objects are "hearts", "arteries", and so on, and these objects are associated through
relationships such as arteries "carry" blood "away from" the left side of the heart. We
also notice that these inputs do not necessarily fall in the same knowledge domain.
For instance, in the previous four inputs, the second input falls in a domain different
from the first and the third input. In fact, the formation of domains themselves are the
intermediate results of knowledge integration, therefore they are not suitable to be
used as the starting point of knowledge integration. A more reasonable assumption is
to allow input fall in more than one domain. In fact, even the domain experts do not
work in isolated domains; rather, knowledge can be transferred from some other
domains to improve their expertise, and vise versa.
The term "integration" used here has a somewhat meaning different from that
seen in CYRUS and IPP. An aspect of integration for the sample input on page 4 is to
accumulate partial, incomplete knowledge and to utilize the acquired knowledge to
solve problems implied in the query. We human beings have this kind of ability. Peo
ple construct mental models and then reason by manipulating the model [John83],
And what happens after these mental models are constructed is our major concern.
Consider the following example: assume that a person’s knowledge only consists of
the previous four items; after he has read through these four pieces and has them
stored in his memory, if he is asked to tell some thing about heart and capillaries, he
should be able to tell not only the role of arteries and veins (from Harvey’s original

discovery) but also the involvement of the capillaries (Malpighi’s discovery). That is,
he should be able to construct an answer such as:
There are two kinds of blood vessels, the veins and the arteries. The veins carry
blood to the right side of the heart. The arteries carry blood away from the left
side of the heart. The tiny blood vessels, or capillaries, connect the arteries and
veins. The blood travels from the arteries into the capillaries and then into the
veins.
This text-like paragraph is none of the four inputs shown above; rather, it is con
structed by extracting relevant material from these inputs. This example indicates the
way we human beings integrate knowledge. Knowledge acquired from different
sources must be tied together in some way when it is stored ("remembered"), other
wise it cannot be used later. But knowledge integration is made explicit only when
some queries come. When a person is asked (by somebody or by himself) about the
relationship between "heart" and "capillaries", he will search his memory so that the
related knowledge can be reorganized to form an answer. He may reason in such a
way: "Nobody has ever told me anything about their relationship before, but I can
trace my memory, starting from those items that are at least partially relevant to this
query. I was told once that the heart is connected with arteries and veins. I also know
something about Newcomen’s engine, but that does not seem to be relevant to the
topic. What else do I know? I was also told that arteries and veins are connected by
capillaries. So the heart and capillaries must be connected through arteries and veins
in such such a manner." If a person has more knowledge stored, he will still follow a
similar process, and will reorganize only those parts of his knowledge that are relevant
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to the query.
Integration is more than just tying things together. The stored knowledge has
predictive power so that it can be used to do inference in some way. For instance, his
torically, the knowledge about the "bat" (as appeared in the previous example) was
used for the invention of radar. How could it happen? The person who made this
discovery did not invent radar. The knowledge about "bat" is utilized only when some
special kind of need (e.g., use something to detect an enemy’s plane) comes, which
takes the form of a query. Notice here that what is originally requested is not the
knowledge about "bat"; but since the requested knowledge is not available, previously
acquired knowledge which is similar to the current situation is reorganized, retrieved,
and is used to generate a kind of "pseudo" knowledge -- that is, suggestions to the
query. In this example, the similarity exists because the task "to detect and avoid the
invisible obstacle" for the bats is similar to the task "to detect the plane which cannot
be seen" for human beings. Since bats can emit a special kind of sound to reflect from
the obstacle, why don’t we human beings do similar things to detect the enemy’s
plane? Stored knowledge is thus used to solve problems implied in the queries
through a kind of inductive inference. What we want to point out here is that memory
reorganization happens only when some query comes.
Therefore, the query plays the same role of an exam which is used to test whether
a student understands some acquired knowledge. Hie query is also related to
creativity that is shown in the process of solving the problem implied in the query.
Knowledge integration is made explicit by locating a portion of memory at the time of
answering a query. This kind of memory manipulation is referred to as memory

reorganization. Notice that memory reorganization does not require physical recon
struction, although it may be accompanied by new knowledge generation (as seen in
the "radar" example).
To summarize, we have seen a kind of human memory behavior which can be
termed as query invoked memory reorganization, and we will use it as a scheme to
realize knowledge integration in a computer model. Here the term "memory" refers to
the place to store the knowledge which will be called the knowledge space. Accord
ing to this scheme, at storage time only possible ways of "binding" new input to old
knowledge are recorded. The actual realization of knowledge integration is deferred
to query time. The advantage of this scheme is, although there is only one way to
store knowledge, there are potentially numerous ways to utilize knowledge. The actual
way o f utilizing knowledge depends on the query.
From the examples above, we also notice that an important feature of this
scheme is that knowledge is not stored using content or domain relevant criteria.
Rather, knowledge conveyed by each knowledge piece is represented in the same way
— through objects and their relationships. Domain related knowledge can be organ
ized through the structure of the model when query comes.
The motivation of this dissertation is to explore the possibility of using a com
puter model to do a kind of knowledge integration as illustrated in the "heart" and
"bat" examples. We will emphasize this aspect of knowledge retrieval, and point out
how our scheme can be extended so that knowledge retrieval becomes the starting
point of analogical reasoning. This kind of investigation makes sense, because it
facilitates knowledge acquisition, which is an important topic in knowledge

engineering.
Since the problem to be investigated covers a wide area, we will focus on finding
a small set of principles to build the most fundamental framework of intelligent
knowledge retrieval. Basically, our problem is concerned with three phases: (i) pro
cess the inputs into memory (including natural language understanding and
knowledge representation), (ii) operate on the memory, and (iii) reconstruct related
part from the internal structure to answer queries (including schemes for memory
reorganization and natural language text generation). We will focus on the second
phase, and the language understanding features in the first and third phases will be
simplified.
To summarize, we may rephrase the purpose of this dissertation in the following,
slightly different, way: we are interested in ways of "reproducing" some aspects of
knowledge integration that may be involved in scientific discovery and technical
invention by using a computer model. The history of science has been investigated
both from information science perspective [Pric68, Pric77], and from an artificial
intelligence (AI) perspective, where AI has been viewed as a compiled hindsight of
history of science [Dard87]. Our investigation will add one more dimension that so
far has been ignored, from the perspective of an integrated cognitive process. In addi
tion, this investigation is also a study o f "parts and whole," an important topic dis
cussed in general system theory [Klir85, Jone85]; here the term "parts" refers to
acquired knowledge pieces while "whole” refers to the integrated result for some
queries. But since we have emphasized the involved cognitive process through a
symbolic approach, our work is complementary to the existing quantitative analysis of
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cognition [Jone85].
1.2 Knowledge integration and intelligent information retrieval
What are the structure requirements to realize knowledge integration? We have
mentioned that there must be a common place (a net constructed from objects and
relationships) so that knowledge from different knowledge pieces can be stored; that
is, this place contains the internal structure of the knowledge acquired from various
input pieces. Now imagine that many knowledge pieces have entered the system, each
of them converted into internal form (i. e., its meaning is stored), and each occupies a
certain area in a large geometrical expansion (i e., the knowledge space). It will be
hard to find any specific object if the information from this object is not recorded. But,
finding a particular object is required for integration. From this consideration comes
another requirement; that although the knowledge from different pieces is tied
together, these pieces should be distinguishable, so that these pieces of knowledge can
serve as "clues" for starting searching in the knowledge space, just as we saw from the
previous "heart" example where previously obtained inputs were scanned. This is a
reasonable requirement, because each input is a cognitively meaningful unit.
To meet these requirements, we extend the classical model of information
retrieval (IR) to develop a new framework. General descussion on classical IR can be
found in [Salt84, vanR79]. The reason to resort to IR is obvious, because the
knowledge pieces can be treated as cognitive documents (for instance, in the previous
example there are four such documents), and the topics of storage and retrieval of
these documents (which are required for integrating these documents) have been been
studied from the point of view of IR. Although we cannot directly use the IR model,

starting from the existing model is better than starting from scratch. What is lacking
with the classical IR approach is that it does not concern internal representation nor
the manipulation on this representation (for instance, classical IR is not interested in
the issues as illustrated in the example given in section 1.1). But the classical IR
model can be enriched.
Basically, the task of information retrieval is to acquire, analyze, index and store
the information for later retrieval. The traditional area of information retrieval con
cerns only the storage and retrieval of documents. Central to the research in document
retrieval is the carrying out this task efficiently and effectively. The traditional IR sys
tems are concern with "where to find information in it." In order to change this to
"know a subject", recently fact retrieval (sometimes also called intelligent retrieval)
has been developed. Here to "understand" the contents of the documents becomes a
central task, as shown in [Kolo83] and [Lebo83j. But the research of fact retrieval
usually starts with a philosophy different from document retrieval, so there is a gap
between these two types of retrieval. What is more, although "fact retrieval" is con
cerned with the retrieval of the contents of the documents, the term "fact" itself never
has a generally accepted definition. An assumption used (either explicitly or impli
citly) is to view the content contained in a single document as a fact, but this is not
consistent with the original purpose of fact retrieval which is supposed to deal with
content retrieval in general.
Our approach provides one possible way to get around this problem. We start
from the basic considerations of document retrieval to approach fact retrieval. In
terms of the document retrieval, query invoked memory reorganization can be re
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stated as follows: we view a fa ct as a generated "document" constructed by extracting
contents from relevant documents. Starting from this viewpoint, we can deal with
document retrieval and fact retrieval in a unified manner: both of them are retrieval
units. A fact differs from a document in that a document must be an input unit while a
fact is n o t Our approach can be described as answering a query by "writing" a text on
user’s demand.
What are the relationship and difference between classical IR and the model we
propose? To summarize, from the previous example we may claim that the topics in
traditional IR, such as retrieval by author, year, etc., is no longer our major concern.
For instance, for the four documents given in the previous example, we are not
interested in a query of the type, say, "retrieve the document extracted from a book
published in 1978 where the first four letters of the author’s last name are ’Burk’." On
the other hand, unlike the classical IR systems that only identify the relevant docu
ments and ignore the task of determining how these documents are related to the
query, a new approach is proposed so that the computerized system can present the
user a text (either a document previous acquired by'the system or something similar to
a document which is written by extracting related material available from the docu
ments).
The relationship and difference between classical IR and intelligent retrieval can
be stated as follows. For classical retrieval, the task is
Given query Q, get identifications o f D, where D is a set o f documents which
satisfies the features or keywords requested in Q.

In intelligent retrieval, as in our approach, the task is
Given query Q, get T, where T is a text (either a document reconstructed from its
internal structure or a fa ct constructed from the internal structure o f several
documents).
Roughly speaking, we have some common interests with Schank, but we are
more interested in scientific knowledge, and there is also a difference in the ways of
dealing with memory reorganization.
A model without inference ability is useless. We have claimed that knowledge
integration not only means accumulating knowledge, but it also means utilizing this
accumulated knowledge in a holistic manner. In classical knowledge engineering sys
tems (such as expert systems), reasoning is usually done by utilizing rules driven by
an inference engine. But there are some disadvantages for rule based systems (to be
discussed in Chapter 2), and our approach basically is not rule-based. How is
knowledge utilized in our approach? For instance, how can a computer model
'’invent,' radar (or something equivalent) based on its knowledge of "bats"? Again, we
will use the human being as a guide, therefore, in the approach we take, inductive rea
soning plays an important role. Related issues involve generalization, abstraction, and
specific inductive methods such as analogical reasoning. These issues are similar to
those in the case-based reasoning discussed by Kolodner and Lebowitz, while differ
ing from these authors in that we do not discuss those issues related to episodes, but
related to compressed scientific knowledge.
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1.3 Useful ideas from classical information retrieval
Information retrieval is a topic which intrigues both psychologists and computer
scientists. According to [Salt83], computerized information retrieval (IR) is concerned
with the representation, storage, organization, and accessing of information items.
According to the view of computer science, a central concept in computing is the
notion of the data structure as a logical construct of data items and relationships.
Inherent in this notion of a data structure is a set of algorithms for manipulating the
data structure, especially for the putposes of storing and retrieving selected data items.
Expanding on this theme, there is a natural desire for those working on database
management systems to seek better mechanisms for storing large amounts of data,
modifying the data over time, and processing queries in order to retrieve the needed
data [Kraf85J.
These observations have revealed the very nature of information retrieval. A
computerized IR model provides a kind of virtual machine, which is sometimes
implemented in hardware (e.g., the Utah text retrieval machine [HoII79] or the scheme
described in [Walt87] utilizing a connection machine [Hill85]).
The architecture of the model of information retrieval which is taken from
[Kraf83], and will be referred to as Deutsch-Kraft model, is reproduced in Figure
1.1. In the following we examine its components and identify the basic principles,
denoted in the small boxes close to related components.
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Data. Since the original concern of this model is data, we are able to cover a broad
range of information systems. Usually the data concerned in IR systems take the form
of documents which are basic units to be stored and retrieved. This observation can
be summarized as following principle.
(DI) Discrete input principle. The input o f an IR system should be in discrete
units.
Documents. In order to identify different documents so that they can be retrieved
later, these documents must be represented in some way. This is stated in the follow
ing principle.
(DR) Document representation principle. Documents must be represented to
identify their existence.
Indexing. In a typical IR system, retrieval is accomplished by utilizing an index,
which is a set of terms used as document descriptors. In conventional IR systems the
key ingredient is the indexing language by which the indexing process can communi
cate with the query processing mechanism [Kraf85]. Indexing realizes the following
storage-indexing principle.
(SI) Storage-indexing principle. The discrete input data must be stored and the
discrete input files must be indexed to make them easily retrievable
Thesaurus. In a conventional IR system, a thesaurus may be used. A thesaurus pro
vides a grouping or classification of the terms used in a given topic area into
categories (thesaurus classes) [Salt83]. The idea underlying a thesaurus is that the
conceptually related terms (the primitives in information retrieval) should be aggre
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gated in some way, which realizes the following:
(CO) Concept principle. Conceptually related terms should be organized
together to form a concept.
Query. In order to answer a query with information needs, two processes have been
identified in the Deutsch-Kraft model: intelligent access (analysis of queries and
search of the index) and physical access (obtain the relevant records and present them
in a suitable way). From these two processes we can identify the following two princi
ples.
(COA) Conceptual access principle. An IR system must be able to locate
relevant information by searching related concepts.
(CTA) Content access principle. An IR system must be able to present the con
tents o f the documents in a way understandable to the user.
1.4 Advantage of examing IR model from knowledge engineering
While the fundamental functions of the IR systems are to analyze, store and
retrieve the discrete input units, the functions of a knowledge representation system,
have been identified as knowledge acquisition, perception, and planning to act
[Wood86]. From a knowledge engineering point of view, the classical IR model as
summarized above, is both potentially adoptable and questionable. After all, the tradi
tional document retrieval model does not consider the key issues in knowledge
engineering, such as knowledge representation and retrieval of the contents. It con
cerns only plain storage rather than intelligent integration of the knowledge the docu
ments convey. But, on the other hand, the IR model, a fruitful result of a proliferate

research area, does provide a good framework for some abilities that current
knowledge engineering lacks, such as acquiring knowledge pieces and retrieval of
these knowledge pieces. After the components ("parameters") of the classical IR
model are properly re-interpreted, it is possible to use this model to carry out some
tasks in knowledge engineering. For instance, if we use documents as an intermediate
level to to start searching the memory (instead of direct search in the memory), then it
may be helpful to deal with the problem of "how to generate and search a space of
possible hypotheses without combinatorial explosion" [Wood86]. As another exam
ple, if we can develop some method to construct "facts" from some documents, then it
may shed some light on another problem, i.e., "how to find the relationships between
elements that have been identified and the roles they could play in larger percepts"
[Wood86]. What is more, the integration of knowledge investigated in this dissertation
also supports an important viewpoint, that is, to build a knowledge base incrementally
[Ries84],
Since information retrieval is an area which has been well-explored, it is
worthwhile to find the missing principles in the current model of information retrieval,
and to establish a new model which will be beneficial for knowledge engineering.
1.5 Issues to be investigated in this work
In this work we develop a framework that deals with knowledge storage and
retrieval. The scheme of query invoked memory reorganization is further demon
strated through a case study. Although much of the current work in the intersection of
IR and AI considers the use of AI for IR to improve the task of retrieval, this disserta
tion addresses some topics in the reversed direction, a similar effort of applying

database concepts in AI was briefly discussed in [Brod86].
The following topics are to be covered in our investigation:
(1) Establish a model for knowledge integration, We develop a model that integrates
acquired knowledge. We identify the principles needed (particularly from cognitive
science) to develop such a model. The components of this model will be described.
(2) Explore the scheme o f query-invoked memory reorganization. We will explore the
scheme of query-invoked memory reorganization in detail. We will explain different
types of this reorganization, from the simplest case of document retrieval, through
more sophisticated fact retrieval, to structure generation associated with queryinvoked memory reorganization.
(3) Inductive reasoning. Query invoked memory reorganization is related to inductive
reasoning, particularly to new structure generation, which realizes a theory of analogi
cal reasoning [Gent83a, Gent83b]. It has been argued, from the cognitive science
viewpoint, that there is a theoretical necessity for using a computing machine which
uses reasoning primitives of analogy as opposed to reasoning primitives of deduction
in order to accomplish the real time integration of a human adultsized knowledge base
into the semantic analysis process [Rout85]. In this dissertation we will show that our
proposed model is suitable for performing "structure mapping," a theory of analogical
reasoning as initiated by [Gent83a]. This kind of ability shows that our framework
does provide a kind of predictive power, an important feature that systems like
CYRUS are lacking. Due to the complexity of analogical reasoning, in this disserta
tion, we are not intending to develop a comprehensive theory of analogical reasoning.
Instead, we point out how our framework can become a starting point of a new
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direction of studying analogical reasoning, particularly, the aspect of analogical rea
soning as extended knowledge retrieval will be investigated.
(4) Related IR and database issues. We have already addressed the relationship
between our current work and the classical IR, and this relationship will be examined
throughout this dissertation. In addition, in order to demonstrate our fundamental
idea, knowledge should be processed into a formatted form. This also leads us to
examine the relationships between our scheme and database systems, which deals
with formatted data. Finally, there are some design issues that should be considered in
an implementation of an experimental system.
So far as the methodology is concerned, we agree with Newell and Simon
[Newe75] viewing computer science as an empirical inquiry, that is, developing
scientific hypotheses and then seeking to verify them by empirical inquiry. We raise
hypotheses, then build machines and programs as a way of discovering new
phenomena and analyzing phenomena we already know about. These considerations
also roughly match the following discipline in general system theory: first, we obtain a
model descriptive of many specific algorithms in a structure sense. Based on this
model, we then derive principles or rules to serve in constructing algorithms fitting the
model [Jone83],
1.6 Chapter overview
In this introductory chapter we have discussed the purpose of our research, and
provided an overview for the later chapters. Some assumptions and new principles are
developed in Chapter 2 through a survey of related works, particularly from con
siderations of cognitive science.
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The cognitive model that realizes these principles (to be given the name as COGMIR) is actually developed in Chapter 3. We start from an introductory example, then
define this model. The scheme of query invoked memory reorganization on this
model is further discussed in Chapter 4. Since this model is general in nature, we
further consider some restrictions imposed on this model. This results in a working
model, and will be referred to as COGMIR1, which provides a case study of the gen
eral model. Data structures for this restricted model as well as related manipulations
are discussed in chapter 5. In Chapter 6 we further discuss query invoked new struc
ture generation. Some design issues is discussed in Chapter 7. This dissertation is
ended with Chapter 8, where we summarize our major contributions, the assumptions
involved, the methodology, as well as future research. Two appendices are attached at
the end of the work. The first is sample input and the second is an annotated output.
1.7 Remarks
The major contribution of this work will be summarized in Chapter 8. Here we
briefly point out what we are not intending to do. This dissertation does not address
some traditional topics in IR. In fact, the topics that intrigue us go far beyond the
areas that have been traditionally tied with IR. Particularly true is the role of analogy;
it is unlikely a librarian would tell a patron: "The book you requested which consists
of a certain plot does not exist May I write a book for you by analogy based on the
information contained in the other books available in the library?"
Finally, we have the following remarks on the writing of this dissertation. In
organizing the material, we assumed the potential readers may have different back
grounds. Some required background not provided in the core of computer science,
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particularly that is related to Schank or his previous students work, is summarized in
different places throughout this dissertation.
Although our purpose is not to provide a strict mathematical foundation in the
discussed area, to make the discussion succinct, all the definitions and the discussions
will take a mathematical form where possible. On the other hand, although we do not
like to use diagrams, since they lack representation power, they will be used whenever
they are helpful in illustrating our basic idea.

CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORKS

Some research efforts related to our work were briefly discussed in Chapter 1.
Some other related works are surveyed below, and we will summarize our findings in
the last section.
2.1 AI in document retrieval
There are already some AI work being done in IR. Some discussions can be
found in [Smit76, Coop 84]. These give us some hints on how to make the document
retrieval system more intelligent.
Components o f documents. As we pointed out in Chapter 1, in the classical IR model,
any document is represented as a whole. An important step toward a more intelligent
system is to consider the decomposition of documents into more fundamental units.
Starting from the idea of representing text in terms of concepts or units of meaning,
[Crof87] describes an approach to natural language processing for document retrieval.
[Kwok86] has a theory to decompose a document into components. A document is
viewed as consisting of components, each component being independent and can be
judged as to its relevancy property. Kwok’s purpose is to develop a theory of index
ing that interprets the index term weighting schemes in the classical sense of informa
tion retrieval.
Thesaurus. The purpose of decomposition of documents is for proper indexing. On
the other hand, to make indexing more flexible, a thesaurus is used to organize
knowledge. The thesaurus can be used to broaden the terms to be searched. Since the
23
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thesaurus is a place to incorporate background knowledge about the terms, many
works aimed for more intelligent document information retrieval are related to a
thesaurus. [DeJa86] recognized a thesaurus as a semantic network rather than as a
simple list of words. This is an extremely important idea, because it implies that con
ceptually related terms can be organized to form a concept.
Indexing. Although there are some disadvantages (such as reducing VO activity) asso
ciated with indexing, and although recent parallel query processing goes without any
indexing at all [Stan86a, Stan86b, Ston87], the advantage of indexing [Dewi81] is still
obvious. It permits a very small region of a database to be read from auxiliary
memory, whereas when no index is available, the operation may need to retrieve the
entire database [DeJo83]. Moreover, indexing can be knowledge-based [Tesk87].
Process through primitives. Kwok’s work, as summarized before, concerns the com
ponents of each individual document. Taking this direction further, one can treat the
components common to all the documents as the fundamental elements o f the entire
system, and it is possible to process the knowledge carried by different documents
through some primitives. This is the common idea underlying many different
schemes, although the details may vary. A computational system developed by
[Alte85] uses a dictionary of 100 to 150 event/state concepts to construct representa
tions of narrative text. It provides a theory which claims that representations of narra
tive text can be generated by a process of matching text against a dictionary of con
cepts, which are related by a small set of relation-types. It uses the organization of the
concepts in the dictionary to organize the instances of event/state concepts which
appear in the text. The primary importance of the representation produced by the
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system is that it provides an internal structure of the text. It supports the process of
interpreting the text. It provides a computational scheme to handle the text by analyz
ing it into structured coherent chunks of event descriptions. If we push this strategy to
one extreme, the primitive may be objects as discussed in Chapter 1. This case is very
close to the dictionary-based reminding as discussed by [Scha82], Moreover, these
objects can be organized to form concepts by using the scheme proposed by [DeJo83]
just mentioned above. As we will see, this final consideration becomes the starting
point of our approach.
To summarize these AI works in IR, it is idealizable to process the documents
into smaller units or to use some kind of primitive structures, so that around these
primitives the contents conveyed by the documents can be organized. Also, by prop
erly grouping these primitives, the task of identifying the documents can be facili
tated, that is, documents can be represented through some of these primitives.
Although these additional structures are still not the "internal structures", which stand
for the meaning, of the documents, as we will see later, the recent progress in IR does
encourage this kind of new direction.
2.2 Query processing in IR and database systems
The query is another type of input in information systems. Both of the two types
o f informations systems —database systems and information retrieval systems —have
developed rich techniques of query processing. In information retrieval, several query
processing models have been developed [Kraf85]. Among them, the most relevant to
our interest is the vector space model [Kraf85, Salt83], because it concerns the
representation of a document. In the vector space model, each document, as well as
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each query, is assumed to be represented as a vector of terms, and the task of retrieval
is to compute the similarity between the query vector and various document vectors,
from which a kind of RSV (retrieval status value) is computed to determine the
relevance of each document to the queiy. The somewhat symmetrical treatment
between texts and queries can also be found in [Cate87] and [Maud85]. In [Maud85],
both documents and queries are parsed into abstracts, and the degree of matching is
determined by breadth-first case frame matching.
On the other hand, database systems, particularly relational database systems,
have developed much richer query processing schemes for formatted data, of which a
particularly interesting one is the relational database [Date86, Ullm82). Is there any
way to extend the basic idea of database theory to non-formated data? An early
attempt along this direction was [Find79]. [McGr81] tried to represent a "fact" (the
contents of a document) as a tuple in a relational database, each taking a certain for
mat; but the representation power of this scheme is very restricted. In later works,
such as [Kolo83], the use of database is at a lower level to store data. Generally
speaking, we cannot find a unified way to represent the contents of documents, since
they are so diverse. But if we can develop a way to process the input knowledge so
that the internal structure is well organized, then some basic ideas in database theory
can be extended to knowledge engineering [Brod86, Abar87].
There are a rich set of manipulations that operate on the databases, and a much
less sophisticated set for the manipulations on an IR system. It is desirable that some
o f the database manipulations can be extended to IR to make it more intelligent.
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2.3 Meaningful insight from cognitive science
Although it has been argued that computerized information retrieval need not
follow human information retrieval [Korf85], the discussion in Chapter 1 indicates
that our ideal framework works in a manner much like a human being, so that it can be viewed by the human user as his "partner machine" [Koss85]. In this section we
identify some important assumptions from considerations of cognitive science in order
to form a new model.
We start our investigation from input. Documents are the input units that consist
of data. To embody the concept of "document" into knowledge engineering, we will
assume these cognitive documents are cognitively meaningful units, or mental models
as already stated in Chapter 1.
Some meaningful insights of cognitive science are indicated in the cognitive
architecture proposed by [Ande83], in which the role of human information retrieval
is fully examined, which goes far beyond computerized information retrieval. Some
assumptions suggested by [Ande83, Ande84] as well as some other psychologists, are
useful for our purpose.
First of all, in order to facilitate the task of processing the documents, we will
make the following assumption:
Limited capacity assumption: the amount of information the (human intelligent)
system can handle at one time is limited [Bour82].
Based on this assumption, the size of the documents will be made small.
Although fact retrieval is a kind of "content-accessible" retrieval, it can be exam
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ined from another perspective. Recent research in cognitive science has produced
several computerized memory models; the recent developments in fact retrieval may
be viewed as a kind of investigation along this direction. It is safe to say that just as in
computer science the default meaning of information retrieval refers to document
retrieval, the default meaning of information retrieval in cognitive science is more
closely related to fact retrieval. This examination is important for our task of intelli
gently utilizing the acquired knowledge. To enrich classical information retrieval by
absorbing achievements in cognitive science, the system should be able to organize
the contents of different documents to construct fact and then actually retrieve them.
What is more, cognitive science also suggests to view information retrieval and
other intelligent behavior as a whole. The following assumption from cognitive sci
ence will be adopted:
Integrated process assumption: intelligent information retrieval is done as an
integrated intelligent process. All the higher cognitive processes, such as
memory, problem solving, deduction and induction, are different manifestations
of the same underlying system [Ande83j.
According to this assumption, the role of query in information retrieval can be
viewed more actively than that taken in the current IR systems. That is, we will treat
the query as the invoker of a series of activities which involves intelligently utilizing
the acquired knowledge. The process of solving the problem implied in the query can
thus be treated as a kind of intelligent knowledge retrieval.
This later observation can be incorporated with the following assumption from
cognitive science.
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Biased attention assumption: cognitive processing is serial in many respects
because only one goal can be attended to at a time. The current goal becomes a
powerful source of activation, so pattern-matching is biased to match structures
involving that goal [Ande83].
From this assumption we will restrict our system to deal with a task (either
storage or retrieval) at a system level in a serial manner. It also supports our scheme of
query invoked memory reorganization in that memory reorganization is query-biased.
A prevalent type of structure used in knowledge engineering is a rule-based sys
tem. The advantages of rule-based systems have been discussed by many authors, but
critiques also exist both from software verification, validation and maintenance
[Gold86], and from psychology [John83]. We agree with [Scha82] that in addition to
the conventional approach in which "compiled knowledge" (such as rules) is used,
there is an alternative which attempts to model the raw memory of the expert. But
differing from Schank and his followers, instead of using lower level episodes as
input, the documents in our model are assumed to be mental models, providing a more
flexible way of utilizing the acquired knowledge. Nevertheless, we do not want to
exclude the use of rules, although they are only used for assistance of operations.
2.4 Knowledge representation and knowledge integration
As we mentioned before, a document in the vector space model is represented by
a vector [Salt84]. This kind of representation does not concern content retrieval as dis
cussed in [Kolo83] and [Lebo85], With the coming of knowledge engineering, the
representation of the contents of the documents has been considered, mainly by
researchers in AI and by some other researchers in fact retrieval. This is usually done

through a process which maps the documents into their internal structure. In addition
to the use of a relational database, as mentioned before, other knowledge representa
tion schemes exist. Mathematical logics such as predicate calculus, support general
logical inference, but seldom provide organizational support for grouping facts so that
the facts can be efficiently used [Tani87]. Due to the nature of the scientific
knowledge to be investigated in this thesis, we will use the declarative representations
with a slot-and-filler structure, as summarized in [Rich83], although none of these
existing structures (such as semantic nets or frames) can be directly used. Semantic
nets are general enough, and frames are good for representing complex objects. The
hierarchical requirement in semantic nets is not particularly suitable for more general
relationship between objects, but the net-like structure can be adopted. On the other
hand, frames are good for single objects or single relationships, but are not powerful
enough to represent knowledge as a whole. These considerations result in a represen
tation scheme of a net-like structure as already mentioned in Chapter 1 with objects
and relationships as their constructs, and each is frame-structured. By doing so we have partly realized a fundamental belief since Aristotle [Wata85] and extended one
of the successful uses in the logic database design, where the semantics of databases is
captured through entities and relationships [Chen76]. No matter what kind of
representation scheme is used, there is a need for processing the original input into its
internal structure.
Knowledge representation through a net-like structure and the use of objects
were discussed by many authors in the last two decades [Quil69, Fahl79, Kobs84,
Wass85, Wass87j. One of major differences between our work and these previous
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works is that we do not focus on language comprehension or knowledge representa
tion related to single sentences [Quil68]; rather, we are interested in organizing
knowledge in a level higher than single sentences. A similar situation can be found in
Prolog; knowledge organization in Prolog is realized as pattern manipulation, but a
pattern-directed module is limited to a single Prolog clause [Brat86]. However, we are
looking for an intermediate level where patterns are constructed from memory units
(objects) and their relationships which are not restricted to any single clause in order
to extend the representation power.
A recent release of [Ullm88], based on [Ullm82], has extended object-oriented
database languages to knowledge-based systems. In addition, the issue of integration
in a multiple database, as discussed recently by several authors [Metr87, Litw85], also
shares some common concern of integrating knowledge through proper representa
tion. The use of knowledge representation has made possible the synthesizing
approach of investigating "part and whole" through symbolic manipulation, which is
complementary to the traditional analytical approach to numerical data [Klir85,
Jone85].
The power of a knowledge representation scheme also lies in the the ability of
inference on the knowledge represented by i t The ability to update the acquired
knowledge invoked by queries, as discussed in Chapter 1, implies a kind of inference.
In a computer model that incorporates principles of cognitive science, induction rea
soning [Gent87] plays an important role. Particularly true is a special kind of induc
tive inference that is related to analogical reasoning [Gent83a, Gent83b, Forb86,
Gick80, Gick83, Wins80, Wins84, Klin71]. Previously, the research in analogical
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reasoning and in information retrieval have been separate, although the relationship
between these two directions has been addressed occasionally* The importance of
analogical reasoning in knowledge engineering has also been noticed [Elio86]. It is
generally agreed that analogical reasoning concerns a kind of mapping; the final solu
tion or the intermediate steps for an old problem can be mapped to a new problem
[Carb85], or some abstract schema for an old situation can be mapped to a new situa
tion [Holy83], We agree to view analogical reasoning as structure mapping [Gent83];
therefore, in order to provide inference ability such as analogical reasoning, the netlike structure provided by our model should be designed to facilitate this kind of map
ping.
2.5 Summary of the finding
To summarize our finding, all the important components of the classical IR
model can be adapted to the purpose of knowledge engineering, although some of its
components should be re-inteipreted. We have also seen many important principles
for enhancing the current IR model to meet the requirements o f knowledge engineer
ing. Particularly, we have discussed the task of integration. After the documents are
integrated into an overall knowledge space, to retrieve them is not only to identify
their names (or some ID), but also to actually identify their existence in the
knowledge space and to extract the related contents, or approximatedly reconstruct the
documents.
Integrating the internal structure of the documents adds additional tasks to mani
pulation, but it also provides a way of controlling the use of the contents acquired
from the documents. New structures can be generated, which is a topic meaningful to
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knowledge engineering and is a topic that cannot be covered by the traditional IR
model. A novel memory manipulation scheme, called query invoked memory reorgan
ization, is suggested to reach these goals.
New assumptions adapted from cognitive science are:
Limited capacity assumption;
Integrated process assumption; and
Biased attention assumption.
New principles for realizing a computer model so that this scheme can work
have been identified from the literature. We have found that those considerations
related to memory organization from cognitive science are particularly helpful.
To summarize the additional principles found in this chapter, along with the IR
principles identified in Chapter 1, we have the following principles to develop a model
for knowledge engineering. Principles started with a * indicate that they are adopted
from the classical IR model, principles started with a ** indicate that they are
extended from the classical IR model, and principles without these symbols indicate
they are new principles implied by the previous sections.
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* DI —Discrete input principle. The input to the system should be discrete units.
M P —Mapping principle. There must be a way to map the documents into internal
structure.
** KR —Knowledge representation principle. Knowledge carried from documents
must be represented in a proper way. (Extended from DR principle).
** ID - Integration and distinction principle. The contents of documents should be
tied together in a proper way while the documents should still be distinguishable.
(Extended from ID principle).
FC - Fact construction principle. It should be able to organize contents from the
different documents to construct facts and actually retrieve them.
* CO -- Concept principle. It should be able to identify conceptually related primi
tives.
SC -* Structure comparison principle. The structure of the internal representation
must be comparable.
DU —Dynamic updating principle. The structure of the knowledge base should be
dynamically updatable through query-invoked memory reorganization.
RA - Rule-aiding principle. It is desirable to use a rule base to aid the manipulation
on the knowledge base.
* COA - Conceptual access principle. An IR system must be able to locate relevant
information by searching related concepts.
* CTA - Content access principle. An IR system must be able to present the con
tents of the documents in a way understandable to the user.

Figure 2.1 shows the original Deutsch-Kraft model of information retrieval with
new principles added. All the names of the principles are in places close to the com
ponents with which they are involved. The new model for the needs of knowledge
engineering will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
COGMIR: A COGNITIVE MODEL
FOR INTELLIGENT RETRIEVAL

In this chapter we propose a model which satisfies the principles identified in
chapter 2. This model will be referred to as COGMIR, which stands for a COGnitive
Model for Intelligent Retrieval. We are interested in practical issues, but in order to
provide a model we can actually follow, we will formalize it. Based on the model
defined in this chapter, we will further describe the query invoked memory reorgani
zation in the next chapter.
3.1 An introductory example
In this section we give an introductory example to explain our approach of real
izing integration of scientific knowledge. We also intuitively introduce some termino
logies which will be defined in later sections.
Suppose the following three documents d u d2,d3 are acquired by the system.
These documents are similar to those in the abstracts in Chapter 1, but are written
according to a certain grammar to simplify the task of processing into internal struc
ture (to be discussed in the case study in Chapter 5). This kind of restriction is not
required by the model itself; the basic idea demonstrated here can be extended to more
complex situations.

1. the arteries cany blood from the heart, the veins carry blood to the heart.
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2. bats emit sound, the sound is inaudible, the bat approaches an obstacle, the
obstacle reflects the sound, the obstacle is invisible, the bat detects the obstacle.
3. A scientist discovers capillaries, the capillaries connect arteries, the capil
laries connect the veins.

We use Figure 3.1 to explain what happens in the system, where the major com
ponents of a model, along with original documents, and their stored internal structures
are shown. The figure is only used to illustrate the function of some of the most
important components in our proposed model.
Notice that in Figure 3.1 there are two places related to the contents of the docu
ments: the input documents are shown at the top of the figure, but they are not actually
stored like that. The actual place to store the knowledge is the knowledge space, the
net structure appeared at the right part of the figure, where objects are represented as
small ellipses, while relationships are represented as arcs between these ellipses. Each
object or relationship is assigned a number to indicate its location in the knowledge
space. The big circles indicate the boundaries of the document stems (but, remember,
the information about these boundaries are actually stored in the document description
list, not in the knowledge space). Another two components in the figure are: docu
ment description list (which records information about each document) and concep
tual memory (which extends the role of indexing). The two small rectangles indicate
the possible connections recorded in the conceptual memory. (In the case study, lists,
instead of the figures shown here, are used).

DOCUMENTS
1. arteries cany blood from heart, veins cany blood to heart
2. bat emits sound, sound is inaudible, obstacle reflects sound, obstacle is invisible, bat detects obstacle.
3. scientist discovers capillaries, capillaries connect arteries, capillaries connect veins.
_
.. _ „
---------------DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION LIST
[[1, [*], [[arteries, 101], [blood, 103], [heart, 104], [veins, 106]], [101,103,106,108]]
[[2, [*], [[bat, 109], [sound, 111], [obstacle, 113]], [109,113,113,109]]
[[3, [*], [[scientist, 115], [capillaries, 117], [arteries, 119], [veins, 121]], [115,117,117]]]

CONCEPTUAL MEMORY
[arteries, [*], [1,3]]
[bat, [*],
[2]]
[blood, [*], [1]]
[capillaries, [*], [3]]
[heart, [*], [1]]
[scientist, [*],[3]]
[sound, [*], [3]]
[obstacle, [*], [2]]
[veins. [*], [1,3]]

specifies
boundaries

obstacle

1
sound
audibl
KNOWLE
SPACE

114
<detects>

scientisi

121
veins

xconrii

<connect>

Note: attributes for objects in parenthesis
Figure 3.1 An introductory example
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In order to explain how the model works, we start out using familiar terminology
in classical information retrieval. Based on some algorithms which will be explained
later, each document will be represented by an item in the document description list.
The document description list records the general information related to each docu
ment (such as the identifier of the document), thus bearing some similarity with the
"vectors" in the vector space model.
The similarity between the classical IR system and our approach stops here.
Unlike the classical IR systems, which store the files word by word, for intelligent sys
tems in which an internal structure is used, the knowledge carried by the documents
can be represented as a net-like structure. This is done by using a processor to map a
document into its internal structure (named document stem), and the various document
stems are tied together through the conceptual memoiy. Each document stem occu
pies a certain area of the knowledge space, and is confined in the boundary which is
imposed by the document description list. In Figure 3.1, all the objects in the boun
dary are the ellipses which appear on the circle (such as "veins" at location 106).
Moreover, conceptual memory is associated with the document description list by
recording the identification of related documents, and the document description list is
further connected with the net-like structure; therefore, the conceptual memory is able
to do inference on the net-like structure.
To illustrate manipulations on the stored knowledge, suppose the query "heart,
capillaries" is given. A fact constructed for this query can be constructed and the
query can be answered as follows;
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the arteries carry blood to the heart, the veins carry blood from the heart, the
capillaries connect the arteries, the capillaries connect the veins.
This answer is none of the three input documents. How could this new text be
generated? The conceptual memory records possible connections about a certain
object name that has more than one object scattered in different documents. In Figure
3.1 these possible connections are indicated by rectangles. When a query comes, it
invokes a process so that the contents appearing in different documents but relevant to
the same object will be integrated. In this particular example of query, only part of dx
and d3 are used to construct a fact; these two involved documents form a document
cover, or D-cover of the fact, and the objects with possible connections will be virtually combined as if they were the same object at this query time.
But what can a classical IR model do for this example? It can only identify that
documents 1 and 3 are partially relevant to the query, but it does not know how these
two documents are related to the answer, because this is left to the user. However, an
intelligent retrieval system can handle this.
What is more, based on the structures contained in the contents of the document,
the system is able to carry out a kind of inductive reasoning. Suppose a person wants
to retrieve some knowledge about how to detect an enemy’s plane. He may type in
some words to form a query description list, but nothing can be retrieved, because
there is no relevant knowledge previously acquired. In this case, a conventional IR
system will just stop here. But COGMIR can do something for the user. That is, the
user may submit a query which takes the form of an "incomplete" document (it takes
the form of a document but contains an unknown part, and in the case study in
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Chapter 5 it will be indicated "how"), and requests the following:
people live in a city, enemies dispatch a plane, the plane is invisible. the plane is
flying, the plane approaches the city, how the people detect the plane.
This incomplete document describes a situation and implies a problem to be
solved. Since there is no previously stored knowledge available to answer this query,
COGMIR will try to generate an answer based on current available knowledge
through simple analogical reasoning. The following is a possible answer provided by
the system:
people live in a city, enemies dispatch a plane, the plane is invisible, the plane is
flying. the plane approaches the city, people emit sound-like, sound-like is
inaudible, the plane reflects sound-like, people detect the plane.
Apparently the term "sound-like" is the alias for "radar". So this answer suggests
people use some inaudible thing like sound, and let it be reflected from the plane to
detect the plane. This answer can be generated, because the knowledge of document 2
is used for analogical reasoning to generate a kind of suggestion when requested
knowledge is not available.
These examples illustrate the way COGMIR deals with the key problem as stated
in Chapter 1. In the following sections, the COGMIR model will be established step
by step.
3.2 Some fundamental ideas of a framework for intelligent retrieval
How do we develop a model to realize the principles identified in Chapter 2 in
the way illustrated in the introductory example? The following are some considera
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tions.
Two lands o f representation fo r a document.
From the integration-distinguishing principle and the knowledge representation
principle, we consider ways of representing the documents. Each document has two
representations. There is a component in the model, the document description list,
which contains rough representations of each document. This is the extension of the
"vector" in the vector space model, but is much enriched. Each document also has an
internal representation, the document stem, which captures the semantics of the docu
ment. All the document stems are stored in a common area, a net-like structured
knowledge space. Each document stem occupies a certain area of this overall
knowledge space. The rough representation of the document contains the information
about the boundary of this area. The existence of two representations facilitates the
tasks of retrieval and integration. Operations can be defined on the document stems to
form a new document stem, therefore, operations on these document stems play the
role of symbolic pattern manipulations as usually discussed in artificial intelligence.
Mapping documents into the knowledge space.
To satisfy the mapping principle, a mapping mechanism must be provided. The
nature of the mapping mechanism is a processor which processes the input into its
internal structure, which consists of objects and relationships, each occupying a
memory location. Consequently, there are two inversely related problems: the map
from input to internal structure for storage and the inverse map from the internal struc
ture for retrieval. A third mapping was also illustrated by the introductory example, in
which an "incomplete" document was mapped into its internal form. These
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considerations also support the principles (FC), (SC), (DU), and (CTA).
D-cover and fact construction.
To satisfy the fact constructing principle, we point out under the previous
described knowledge representation how to construct a fact from the documents to
answer a query. As we said before, documents and facts are basically the same,
except that a document must be an input unit, while a fact usually is constructed from
such input units. The documents used to construct a fact form a D-cover of the fact.
The task of fact retrieval is thus to find the D-cover and then actually construct the
fact from the D-cover.
Conceptual memory ties things together.
Document stems constructed from different documents are not connected
together, they occupy separate areas in the knowledge space. In order to integrate
knowledge, these disconnected document stems must be tied together in certain ways.
This is realized through conceptual memory. And this function of conceptual memory
is extended from indexing in classical IR, different documents are tied together
through common terms from which they are indexed. But classical IR takes docu
ments as units (the documents that involve the same term are tied together), while for
COGMIR, through the document description list, the contents of the documents that
are relevant to the same concept are tied together. Particularly, the objects with the
same name but are scattered in different document stems can be collected to form an
object class. In a sense, conceptual memory provides a way to organize domain
related knowledge. In addition, " i f ... then" type rules can be used to deal with the
problem of same word having different meanings.
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Reference range o f concepts.
Another function of conceptual memory is indexing. To provide a good, nonconvendonal indexing scheme, the following observation makes sense. Associated
with a concept are some objects (in fact, concepts may be chosen from object names).
Each object in the knowledge space is at the reference range (i.e., conceptually close
enough) of a concept, so that the task of searching an object may be replaced by
searching a related concept. For instance, if the only objects in the knowledge space
are o u o 2, o 3, and if concept c, has reference range o ^ o 3 and concept c z has reference
range o u then the set of concepts {cj, c2} is qualified to form conceptual memory,
because all the objects (i.e., 0 j. 0 2 . 0 3 ) can be referred from this set. Apparently, one
role of conceptual memory is the combination of the index and the thesaurus in the
classical IR model. There may exist different strategies to operate on the conceptual
memory.
Requirements fo r the conceptual memory.
To summarize the discussion about the conceptual memory, it should satisfy the
following requirements: (1) it groups conceptually related objects into concepts; (2) it
should provide the information to locate the related area in the knowledge space by
identifying proper items in the document description list; (3) it should provide the way
to satisfy the (COA) principle.
The following is an example of part of the conceptual memory, although the
actual form may vary in different implementation. Suppose documents d6 and d9 are
relevant to "doctor” and document dg is relevant to "engineer”. If the concept "intel
lectual” takes "doctor, engineer” as its reference range, then documents d6, ds, d9t will
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all be relevant to the concept "intellectual". In addition, to facilitate search (although
this requires more space), some or all of the objects can be made directly accessible in
the conceptual memory, even though these objects themselves are not concepts. In a
case study in Chapters 5 and 6 , we wiU allow each concept to be directly accessible,
and using the format defined there, the part of conceptual memory can be written as
[intellectual, [doctor, engineer], [d6, dB, d9]],
[doctor, [], [d6, d9]],
[engineer, Q, [d8]]].
Here we assume that "doctor" and "engineer" cannot refer any objects other than
themselves, therefore their reference ranges are represented by empty lists [].
Summary o f the considerations.
These considerations result in a model shown in Figure 3.2, The introductory
example given in the beginning of this chapter is based on this model. In the rest of
chapter, we are going to define the components of this model.
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3.3 Document space and knowledge space
To start defining our model, we will use the term cognitive document (or simply
document) to refer to any cognitively meaningful unit which takes a specific form and
can be processed.
We briefly explain what "cognitively meaningful" connotes. Since our model
deals with knowledge and since we adopt the assumption that knowledge is
compressed information [Mich85], it is reasonable to assume that the input pieces can
be treated as mental models which reflect the way a person views the physical world.
For instance, a concise description of a machine, a concise description of a process, as
well as the paragraph-like short knowledge pieces previously shown in the introduc
tory example, are all examples of mental models. These mental models will be treated
as cognitive documents.
Definition (Cognitive document space, or Document space). The document space
(denoted D) is a set of cognitive documents.
Notice that the knowledge space, which will be discussed in detail below, is dif
ferent from document space itself. These documents are not actually stored as such,
and no operations will be defined directly on the documents. However, the term
"document space" facilitates user imagination and also coordinates our work with
classical information retrieval. The knowledge conveyed by the documents is actually
stored in the knowledge space. In order to define the knowledge space, we will use
two kinds of constructs: objects and relationships between these objects.
Definition (Object). An object is a non-decomposable unit that carries knowledge
which at least contains its name and its location identifier (a number), and can be
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self-structured. All the occurrences of an object in a certain document will be treated
as a single object. The same object name may have one or more objects in different
documents. In principle, we do not specify the actual form of the objects.
Definition (Relationship). A relationship specifies an ordered pair of objects

It can have attributes of its own, and must have a name and location identifier (a
number). Just like objects, the actual form of relationships may vary.
Definition (Knowledge Space). The knowledge space (denoted K) is a bi-tuple (O,
R), where O is a set of objects
i,j =

and R is a set of relationships 17/ =(pi,oJ),

*j.
This definition indicates that knowledge space is a net-like structure, with objects

as nodes associated through relationships.
To describe the internal structure of a document, we give the following
definition.
Definition (Document stem). A document stem

8

is a part of the knowledge space

which consists of some objects and some relationships betweens these objects, i. e.,
( 0 , R (0 )), where O stands for a set of objects, and R ( 0 ) stands for the relationships.
The document stem is used to describe, from a knowledge space point of view,
what a document is. The document stem is the form in which any document is actually
stored. Each document has its correspondent document stem; moreover, as we will
seen in section 3.4, operations can be defined on these document stems to construct
new document stems. The term "document stem" is named for this reason: operating
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on document stems may result in something new which is similar to a document.
A document, if its document stem involves objects o,

on, will be referred to as

Definition (Area and Boundary). A document stem is also called an area of the
knowledge space. The boundary of this area is the set of objects from which the whole
area can be accessed.
Definition (Interior). The interior of a document stem contains all the objects of that
document stem that are not on the boundary.
We have some observations on the relationship between documents. Two docu
ments, written in different ways, may carry the same knowledge. That is, they have
the same document stem. It is reasonable to treat them as equivalent. Therefore, we
need the following definition (Note: this definition will be slightly revised later).
Definition (Document equivalence). Two documents d1 and d2 are equivalent, if
have same representation in the knowledge space.
In order to record information for the documents, we define document descrip
tion list
Definition (Document description list). The document description list, or Dd, con
tains the document reference number d-t for each document, along with the general
information about each document, and the information about the boundary of its docu
ment stem in the knowledge space.
In order to describe the relationship between the document description list and
the document space D and the knowledge space K, we use the following two fiinc-
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tions. There is a function
f d:

D —>Dd,

which maps each document into its correspondent item in the document description
list Dd. The result of this mapping is the creation of a new item recording the general
information of a document, such as document identifier, and several concepts involved
in this document. On the other hand, the boundary information in the document
description list is obtained through the function/j-1, which is the inverse of the follow
ing function:
f b,

Dd —»K.

As we will see later, f b will be used for retrieval. In order to retrieve a document, the
boundary information stored in the document description list will be mapped back to
the knowledge space K so that an area in the knowledge space can be identified.

Here we will not specify the actual form of these two functions, the actual form
may vary. Nevertheless, we may point out that in the previous introductory example,
the arrow from the document space to the document description list indicates function
fdt while the arrow from document description list to knowledge space indicates func
tion/*.
Now we consider the relationship between the document space and the relation
ship space.
Definition (M apping from D to K). A mapping f from D to K is a process of con
verting any document d e D into its internal representation
/:

D -»K ,

8

e K, denoted
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or

K=/(D).
The information about the boundary of the document stem can also be obtained
when a document is mapped into its correspondent document stem. This boundary
information is then mapped into document description list by function f f 1 (as dis
cussed before).
Definition (Inverse of mapping). The inverse of the mapping / , denoted f~l, is
defined as
K -»D,
or
D = / -1(K)
in the following sense: w h e n /-1(6)) is treated as a document, where 8 e K, then
/ ( f - ,(8)) = 5.

Notice the definitions o f / and /

-1

are not symmetrical. This is because the map

ping from D to K must take documents as units while when mapping back from K to D,
what is obtained is not necessarily a previously stored document. This is the result of
the manipulations on the document stems. Manipulations on the document stems may
result in new documents, which are not created from any single document The
existence of these documents (will be defined a&facts in the next section) is an impor
tant feature of COGMIR.
Definition (Document reconstruction). If 5 is the document stem for document d,
the process of obtaining tf = / - 1(5), where d is equivalent to ct, is called the recon
struction of d.
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One important reason of introducing the term "document equivalence" is due to
the needs of document reconstruction. The reconstructed document need not be
necessarily identical to the original one, if they carry the same meaning.
3.4 Manipulations in the knowledge space
Operations on the internal structure of the documents embodies grouping some
related items together in the knowledge space according to certain criteria. We
already know that the internal representation of a document takes the form of a docu
ment stem. Therefore, each document has its correspondent document stem. More
over, in the following we will define operations on these document stems, therefore, a
new document stem can be constructed from existing document stems. Thus a docu
ment stem does not always necessarily stand for the internal structure of an original
document. Rather, it may also be used to construct facts.
Apparently, any document should have its corresponding document stem. But
the inverse is not true. On the contrary, the reason to introduce the concept of docu
ment stem is to introduce operations on the original document stems so that new docu
ment stems can be formed, and thus, in turn, facts can be constructed. In the following
we are going to discuss the join operation on the document stems, but first we will
introduce the following definition.
Definition (Inclusion of document stem). A document stem S1 is included in docu
ment stem

82

, denoted 8 j c

82

, if any object o in 8 j is also an object in

82

, and any rela

tionship r in di is also a relationship in 4 2 Definition (Union of document stems). The union of document stems 8 ^ 8 2 ,.... 8 ,,
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fl
denoted ^ 8 it is also a document stem, with all the objects in 8 ,- as its objects, and all
i =1
the relationships in 6,- as its relationships. These objects and relationships may be
ordered.
Definition (Partial union of documents, or fact). A partial union of documents
dltd2t..., dn, or a fact F, is defined as
F =/"> (A),

H
where A= ^ 8 ,*, 8 ; * c=8 ;>and/(4,) = 8 ii for all / <=I

, w h ere/ is the mapping from

1=1

D to K.

Definition (Union of documents). The union of documents dx u d 2 ■*• u dn is defined
as
di u d 2 ■• • u dn =

/ -1

(Sj u • ■• 5„),

where 8 , =f{dt\ and f is the mapping function from D to K.
Notice that we define the union of documents through document stems instead of
defining it directly. This is to make it consistent to our basic idea that the internal
structure of the documents, rather than the documents themselves, are the things on
which operations will occur.
Remember that we already assumed that input documents are mental models, the
union of documents implies that the mental models can be made more complete.
Definition (D-cover of fact, Minimum D-cover). A D-cover D of a fact is a set of
documents from whom this fact is foimed. A D-cover D is a minimum D-cover of
fact F if when any document d e D is removed from D , then D is no longer a D-cover
for that fact
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Since usually the minimum D-cover is our major concern, unless specially men
tioned, we will use the term D-cover to refer the minimum D-cover. From the
definition of the term "fact", it is obvious that for any fact, the D-cover as well as the
minimum D-cover exists, although they may be not unique.
In order to avoid possible confusion, we will use lower case English letters and
their correspondent Greek letters to denote documents and their document stems,
respectively; we will use upper case English letters and their correspondent Greek
letters to denote the D-cover of a fact (or the fact itself) and the document stems from
which it is constructed, respectively. If we do not care whether we are considering
documents or not, we will use upper case letters.
The definition of the mapping from D to K only concerns one document. But, to
construct a fact several documents may be involved. To facilitate the discussion, we
give the following definition.
Definition (Mapping of the D-cover). The mapping of the D-cover D = (dx, ..., dn) for
some fact F is defined as

/<£>)= u /( 4 > i=l

w here/ is the mapping function from D to K.
The inverse of this mapping is already included in the definition of function / _1.
3.5 Structure m apping and tem porary area
We introduce another kind of mapping, which concerns two document stems.
Definition (Structure mapping between document stems). The structure mapping
between document stems Sj and Sj, denoted S^S,)=*( 8 2 (5 2 )) exists, so does fl>“\ if there
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exists a one-to-one correspondence between 5] and S2, where St and S2 are two subsets
of objects and relationships of dx and d2, respectively.
Definition (Equivalence of document stems). A document stem 8 , is equivalent to
another document stem 8 2 , if there is a structure mapping <J>so that 5, = <E»(8 2 ) where O
always maps an object in

into another object in

82

which are identical except for

memory locations, and maps a relationship in 8 , into another relationship in

82

which

are identical except formemoty locations. These two involved document stems 5j and
82

will then be called equivalent to each other.
Because of this definition, the previous definition of document equivalence can

be extended to the following: two documents are equivalent if their internal represen
tations (i.e., their corresponding document stems) are equivalent.
Generally speaking, the concept of equivalence of document stems is not particu
larly interesting, because there is no need to store equivalent knowledge more than
once, even from different documents. However, this concept is useful when it is
applied to the structure mapping between the knowledge space K and a special area of
K, which is defined below.
Definition (Temporary area of knowledge space). The temporary area of the
knowledge space is an area separate from the rest of knowledge space, and contains
objects and relationships that are not converted from acquired documents.
The temporary area plays the role of short term memory, while the knowledge
space plays the role of long term memory. The temporary area is the place where the
knowledge space self-updating occurs. That is, the system is able to update its
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knowledge space by using its available knowledge. The topic of using the temporary
area will be explored in Chapter 6 .
3.6 Conceptual memory
We will first define a single concept, then define conceptual memory.
Definition (Concept, reference range). A concept contains a name (usually an
object name), its reference range, which is a set of object names conceptually related
to it, and the documents relevant to it or the objects in its reference range. The refer
ence range for concept ct is denoted /S^fa).
Moreover, for ease of use, in the following, we will use the reference range for a
set of concepts c j,..., cn, which is defined as
*c(C 1>**'»Cj,) —/?c(ci) U ...U Rc(fi,|),
where the symbol u
i—
-1 1

denotes the conventional union operation on the sets

ft.

Definition (Conceptual memory). Conceptual memory is a set of concepts deter
mined in such a way so that their reference range contains all the objects in the
knowledge space.
The function of conceptual memoiy facilitates retrieval. Generally speaking, the
number of concepts used in conceptual memory is inversely related to the width of
reference ranges of concepts. There is a trade-off between time for searching in the
conceptual memory (when performing retrieval) and the size of conceptual memory.
The actual implementation of conceptual memoiy may vary, depending on different
needs.
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H ie definition of the conceptual memory indicates that it serves as an interaction
between the document space D and the knowledge space K. Therefore, we need the
following definitions.
Definition (Document identification function). The document identification func
tion f c is defined as
fc-.

d^C ,

where O' is a set of concepts in the conceptual memory and d-, stands for a document.
Here d{ can be called as the document associated with concept c for any c e C ,
Notice that this mapping is not a one-to-one mapping between a concept and a
document. For instance, for a concept "people", there may be several documents
related to it, such as documents d3t dA, dn (assume documents are identified by a pre
assigned number). On the other hand, a document may be related to several concepts;
for instance, document d3 may be related to concepts "people, machine", d4 may be
related to concepts "heart, vein", and dn may be related to "people". Therefore, we
need the following definition.
Definition (Inverse m apping of document identification function). The inverse of
the document identification function f ~ l is defined as
fc

Cj -*Dj,

where cj is a concept in conceptual memoiy, Dj is the set of the documents associated
with cj.
H ie relationship between the document identification function and the inverse
document identification function is indicated below.
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Theorem 3.1 If
C0= / c <4),
then for any c e C0,

d, e / “*(c).
Proof. According to the definition of the document identification function, d{ is asso
ciated with c as stated in the theorem. Therefore, d e D, where D is the set of docu
ments as stated in the definition of the inverse document identification function. []
For instance, in the previous example, for i = 3, C = {people, machine}, f ~ l
(people) = {rf3id^}, f ' 1 (machine) = (d3). Apparently <f3 e / “'(people) and <f3 e f ~ x
(machine).
So far we have defined four functions: f b, f d, f c, and / . Function / deals with
the contents of the documents, while all the other functions are concerned with the
general information of the documents (such as document identifier). These functions
can work together to perform tasks of storage and retrieval. The functions of / , f c, f b
and f j , as well as most components are summarized in Figure 3.3. The role of these
functions in storage of a document is exemplified in Figure 3.4, which illustrates a
possible way in which a document d(oitod is stored, where ok e Rc(cit), where k = 1 ,
2.
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Finally, we will use the reference range of the boundary to refer to all the
objects that can be accessed through boundary, denoted Rc (B ), where B is the boun
dary for the document stem D .
Of course all the objects in the document stem fall in this range, but this range
can contain more. We have the following theorem, which is crucial in query process
ing in COGMIR, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Theorem 3.2 The following relationship holds:
Re(B )= C j

(Kc (c /y) u / ? c <ct. ) ) ,

1=1

where B is the boundary for document stem A, and % and cit refer to the following: if
b, e B , i = l , n , and ^ is an object which belongs to the interior of A and associates
with b, some relationship e A, then ctj is a concept satisfying i, e Rc(ci), cu is a con
cept satisfying

e

Proof. Apparently, for any o e RC(B), there are only two possibilities: either o e
Rc(ciy) or

e Rc(cu), so
R c W c v iR 'ic tf u R 'ic J ) .
1=1

But B is the boundary; from the definition of the reference range of the boundary we
have

* C< £ ) = > U

v R c(cu)).

Therefore, the formula stated in the theorem holds.

[]

3.7 Note on the use of rules
In addition to the components defined before, there may exist an additional com
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ponent of the rule base, which is defined below.
Definition (Rule base). A rule base consists of rules that are used to coordinate the
functions of the two kinds of memory (i.e., the knowledge space and the conceptual
memory).
The purpose of these additional components is to enhance the ability of
knowledge integration. There may be different rules to integrate knowledge at dif
ferent levels:
(i) Rules at system level. These rules play a role of controlling the execution of the
tasks.
(ii) Performing generalization and abstraction. For instance, there may exist rules for
deciding task priority or rules for deciding structure similarity.
(iii) Dealing with conflicting information. Rules are used to keep the integrity of the
knowledge, so that whenever new knowledge is not consistent with the old, there is a
way to deal with this conflict.
(iv) Dealing with relationships between relationships. In order to compare the struc
ture of different document stems, sometimes relationships between different docu
ments should be compared, which is not necessarily a straightforward match. Rules
will be used to compare the relationships.
(v) Other inference rules. For instance, some fundamental laws such as transitivity.
In this dissertation, we will not discuss the use of rules in detail, since they are
already frequently discussed. In the structure to be discussed later, rules are implicitly
built in the system architecture (for instance, we use a simple time stamp mechanism
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to deal with conflicting information in Chapter 5), and no separate rule base will be
included here (since they are not crucial in COGMIR).
3.8 Summary and discussion of the COGMIR model
Definition (COGMIR). The COGMIR model is a 8 -tuple ( D , K , M , R , C , D d , T, Q) ,
where D is the document space, K is the knowledge space, M is the mapping mechan
ism, R is the rule base, C is the conceptual memory, Dd is the document description
list, T is the temporary area, Q is the query.
The contents of this chapter can be summarized through the following two
tables. Table 3.1 summarizes the components and the principles they realize. Table
3.2 is a comparison of the original Deutsch-Kraft model and COGMIR. The operating
features on COGMIR will be discussed further in the next chapter.
On the other hand, we notice that the actual form of the components and the
functions are not specified in their definitions. An example of implementation will be
given in Chapter 5, where the data structures for COGMIR1 (a restricted version of
COGMIR) are described.
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COMPONENTS

REALIZED PRINCIPLE(S)

documents

j-jj

mapping

KR

document description list
knowledge space

RR

conceptual memory

COt COA, CTA, SC

jj

Table 3.1 Components and realized principles
IR

documents

COGMIR

cognitive documents
(mental models)
mapping

storage of documents
integration of internal structure
knowledge space (long term memory)
thesaurus
conceptual memory
index

conceptual memory

document description list

document description list

query

query
problem type query
rule base
temporary area (short term memory)
Table 3.2 IR vs. COGMIR

CHAPTER 4
QUERY PROCESSING AND QUERY INVOKED
MEMORY REORGANIZATION

In this chapter, we describe query processing in COGMIR. Retrieval in COG
MIR is much more complicated than in a conventional IR system. It consists of the
following steps: (i) determine the document relevant to the query; (ii) identify the
corresponding document stems in the knowledge space; and (iii) from the document
stems reconstruct the text In this chapter, we will focus on (i) and (ii). After the gen
eral aspects of the query are examined, we will explain how to realize query invoked
memory organization in COGMIR.
4.1 Query processing In COGMIR
We define a query in COGMIR as follows.
Definition (Query). A query Q in COGMIR is a task to invoke a process of locating
a specific area in the knowledge space K, either (i) given object names from which the
boundary of that area can be specified, or (ii) given part of the requested area along
with object names from which the boundary of the requested area can be specified.
That is, a query is given through the following formula
(0

i!e(B(A))=)fi,

where A is the requested area for text (answer) D , and Q is a query;

or a query is given through another formula
(i i )

A=>8, t f e(fl(A))3 f i \
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where A" is a requested area that takes the form of document stems and satisfies A ' u 8
= A (A is

the document stem for the answ ers which is a text), 5 is a given part of that

area, and Q' some object names from which the boundary of the whole area can be
specified.
This definition of a queiy satisfies the COA and CTA principle given in Chapter
2. A type (i) query is closer to a conventional query, while a type (ii) query has
extended type (i) by providing partial structural information of the requested area. As
we will see in Chapter o, the definition of type (ii) query facilitates structure com
parison and new structure generation.
Here we will have a brief discussion on the type (i) query. Just like a query in
conventional information retrieval systems, a type (i) query in COGMIR takes the
form of a query description list (a "vector" of object names) as defined below.
Definition (Query description list). A queiy description list (QDL) Q is an un
ordered set {<?i,.... qn}, where

(i=l

n) are objects to be retrieved.

According to Figure 3.3 and the definition of a query, the relationship in Figure
4.1 holds. In order to answer a query, the conceptual memory is searched, the relevant
documents are determined, and through the boundary information stored in the docu
ment description list, the proper area in the knowledge space determined by these
relevant document stems can be located, and finally, a text can be generated to answer
the query.

query

conceptual
memory

reply

area of
document stem

boundaty of
document stem

Figure 4.1 Query processing in COGMIR
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The following theorems indicate the role of various components of COGMIR in
answering a query of type (i).
Theorem 4.1 If a query Q - ( $ , , qHJ can be answered, then there must exist a set
C*t C* = {ct(I.... ct }, where ckj e c (conceptual memory).
Proof. If Q can be answered, according to the definition of a query, there must exist a
document stem A so that Re(A) z> {qx,

From the definition of the conceptual

memory, for any qt , there must exist some cK so that Rc(cK) z
Theorem 4.2 A query Q = [qx

C.

D

q„ } can be answered if and only if the boundary of

an area in the knowledge space can be identified through the conceptual memory.
Proof. First, suppose the query Q can be answered, D is the answer (a text), and
A

is its document stem. Then according to Theorem 4.1, for any qit there must exist

some

where C is the conceptual memory. Now,
f c \ c h)=Dit
where Dt is the set of documents associated with the concept ch, £>,• = {4,lt d%

d^}.

Since the query about q, can be answered, there must exist some dfl e £>, and some
object 0ji7 so that either qt = oit, or qt is able to be accessed by o}i. According to the
definition of boundary, oh must be on the boundary. All the other objects on the boun
dary can thus be found. On the other hand, if the boundary of an area in the
knowledge space can be identified, so that starting from this boundary, and through
conceptual memory, the requested term in the query can be accessed, then the query
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can be answered. []
From this theorem we see the importance of identifying the boundary in the
knowledge space. The task of the retrieval will thus be based on the boundary.
4.2 Two types of retrieval states
In doing retrieval, COGMIR differs from a conventional IR system in that two
different spaces are involved: the document space and the knowledge space. Relevant
documents are identified as units of the document space, while the knowledge to be
retrieved is actually stored in the knowledge space. To reflect this kind of relation
ship, we use the retrieval state to indicate what is actually retrieved in terms of D and
K. Since search is through conceptual memory in order to find the boundary of the
documents (while the actual contents are stored in the knowledge space), two types of
retrieval states are needed: the document retrieval state (DRS) and the knowledge
space retrieval state (KRS), which are defined below.
Definition (Document retrieval state). The document retrieval state (DRS) is a pair
(?,-,£>) where * e Q, Q is a query and D is a set {dlf • • ■dn} where each dt (i = 1

n)

is a document relevant to q-,.
Definition (Knowledge space retrieval state). A knowledge space retrieval state
(KRS) is a pair (cj.O), where c} is a concept, and O is a set of object locations

o„

such that o; is the set of memory addresses of objects that are related to C).
The relationship between these two kinds of states can be stated as:
Theorem 4.3 For any DRS, it is possible to construct a KRS, and vice versa.
Proof. If qt is a query term associated with some DRS, this implies that there is a set
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of documents Dt (Dt = { dh, ...,d^}), Z>, is relevant to q-t. Since £>, can only be
obtained through the conceptual memoiy C, there must exist some cfceC that is associ
ated with

, and the relationship between q-t and Dt can be stated as
AT1(<:*)=A-,

where f c is the document identification function defined in Chapter 3. According to
the definition of the conceptual memory, Rdc^) must contain a set of objects from D,,
Let this set be Oit then 0 , ^

0

, and (<:*>, 0 ,) forms a KRS. Therefore, any DRS deter

mines a KRS. Conversely, reversing this process, from any KRS, the set of all docu
ments related to these primitives can form a DRS.

[]

The purpose of having two kinds of search states is to make the task of retrieval
meet the system structure. In COGMIR, the KRS is used to perform actual searching.
This fundamental idea is shown in Figure 4.2, where the searching and matching goal
state in DRS is conducted as searching and matching in KRS then converted back to
DRS.

match
resulting
KRS

resulting
DRS

initial
KRS

initial
DRS

Figure 4.2 Conversion between DRS and KRS
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To illustrate the relationship between the two kinds of retrieval states, we give
the following example. Suppose, as the result of searching for a query Q = (qu q2, <?3),
that qx e Rc(c{), where c l is associated with documents d x and d 3 at object locations
°n.

respectively, and q2 e Rc(ft) where c2 is associated with documents d 2, d 3, d 5 at

locations o n , o23>o # respectively, and q3 e Rc(c£ where c 3 is associated with d 3 and d 5
at memory locations o 33, o35, respectively. Then the KRS can be constituted as below:

Knowledge Space Retrieval States (KRS)
[concept cit memory location number of objects]

tci» [o 11. 0 1 3 ]]
[ c 2* [ ° 22* °

23t ° 2s ]]

[^3 i [0 3 3 . 0 3 5 ]]
The DRS’s correspond to the KRS’s as follows:

Document retrieval states (DRS)
[query qit attached documents]

[?i* [^1.^ 3]]
[4 2> \A 2 i d 3, d 3] ]

[ ? 3 t \ d 3, d g \ 1

The DRS embodies the traditional interests of document retrieval, whereas the
KRS is used to describe the contents of the documents. Therefore, these two state
concepts, in a sense, unify document retrieval and fact retrieval. This unification also
reveals the underlying nature of query processing in COGMIR.
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4.3 Query invoked memory organization in COGMIR
In the previous section, we explained what should be done to answer a query. In
this section, we discuss the actual process of retrieval and utilization of the stored
knowledge. We explain how the fundamental idea behind the scheme of query
invoked memory reorganization can be realized in COGMIR. In COGMIR, there is a
need to reorganize memory for a query. And this scheme is particularly important
when the retrieved knowledge is not acquired from different documents. The scheme
o f query invoked memory reorganization suggests that at storage time only possible
ways of "binding" new input to old knowledge be recorded, as has been shown in the
definition of conceptual memory (which records the possible connections). The actual
realization of the knowledge integration is deferred to query time.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the different ways of realizing the "bindings". Four docu
ment stems 8 , are shown, /(4,) = 8 /,i = 1 .... 4. The object

0

* in document stem S4 is

associated with the same object names O* in document stems Sj and
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through con

ceptual memory; and object 0 ** in document stem 8 * is associated with S3 through the
conceptual memory. With query Qu memory is reorganized in such a manner that
8 2 ,8 3

and 54 are connected, and from the union of these three document stems, a fact

can be constructed; for query Q2,

8^82

are connected and another fact can be con

structed from the union these two document stems; for query Q3, none of these docu
ment stems are actually connected, because they are irrelevant to this query. There
fore, although there is only one way to store the knowledge, there are potentially
numerous ways to utilize it, depending on different queries.
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for Q 2

other
document stems
for Q3

Figure 4 3 Different ways of reorganizing memory

Note: 0 * ’s, 0**'s are objects, A,- ’sare document stems
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The task of query invoked memory reorganization illustrated in Figure 4.3 can be
more formally stated as follows:
Given query Q, retrieve text T from knowledge space K by organizing the
relevant contents on the demand o f Q.
In a sense, query invoked memory reorganization is similar to the "view" (exter
nal view) construction of the relational database. Using relational database terminol
ogy, a view is a virtual relation which is not part of the conceptual model that is made
visible to a user. Views are not stored; a view must be recomputed from the actual
relations for each query that refers to it. Different users of a shared database may
benefit from the individualized views of the database [Kort85]. Therefore, a fact is
similar to a view. Similar to join operations on a relational database, we may have join
operations on the document stems. But due to the nature of COGMIR, the construc
tion of a fact is far more flexible than the view construction in relational databases.
Moreover, as we will see in a case study which to be given in the next two chapters,
the structure used can be treated as a list-formed relational database. Nevertheless,
essential differences exist between our approach and the database theory. Roughly
speaking, we are only concerned with the top layer, the semantic layer of the rela
tional database; further, we are not concerned with some topics such as functional
dependency [Ullm82].
In addition, to use query invoked memory reorganization, COGMIR realizes
knowledge integration using a kind of "dictionary based reminding" [Scha82] which is
not suitable for episodic memory but is suitable for integration of scientific
knowledge.
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4.4 Different kinds of query invoked memory reorganization
Generally speaking, reorganization refers to utilization of the stored knowledge
in an on-demand, flexible manner. The reorganization can be carried out in different
ways.
(1) Identification and/or reconstruction. The simplest way is to identify a related area
in knowledge space or to approximately reconstruct the original documents in a way
easily understandable to the user. Memory is reorganized in the sense that a related
area is highlighted. We will discuss this kind of queiy under the title "document
retrieval" in subsection 4.4.1.
(2) Construction o f a fact. At a more sophisticated level, the query is a guide to iden
tify an area of knowledge space which comes from several documents. These docu
ments form a D-cover of a fact to be retrieved. Memory is reorganized in the sense
that the original implicitly recorded knowledge now becomes explicit. We will dis
cuss this kind of query under the title "fact retrieval" in subsection 4.4.2.
(3) New structure generation. At the most sophisticated level, the queiy may act as a
directory to generate new structure in the knowledge space, based on currently avail
able knowledge. In this case, memory is reorganized in the sense that the knowledge
space is enriched. We will discuss this kind of query under the title "pseudo fact
retrieval" in subsection 4.4.3.
In any case, the queiy is answered by first searching some documents, which will
be discussed separately.

4.4.1 Document retrieval
The task of document retrieval can be stated as follows:
Given type (i) query Q, get document d such that
Rc(B{f{d)))^Qt
where f is the mapping function from D to K, and B stands for the boundary of
f(d).
Document retrieval is carried out by manipulating the DRS. An example of
document retrieval is illustrated in Figure 4.4, where a document d2 is retrieved to
answer the query Q=(qu q j .

(reconstructed)

Conceptual memory

e *0, (tflt dj)
?2 s RQj (di, di, d s)

Figure 4.4 Example of document retrieval
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4.4.2 Using documents as a clue to start heuristic search for fact retrieval
Since it is assumed that documents are mental models, they are potential candi
dates for starting a search. That is, the search always starts from some possible boun
daries in the knowledge space.
In the framework of COGMIR, fact retrieval can be treated in a way similar to
document retrieval, the only difference is that we first construct the boundary of the
requested fact based on the boundary of the documents (a kind of memory reorganiza
tion process invoked by the query). The task of fact retrieval in COGMIR is to find
some documents that constitute a fact so that the query description list will fall in the
reference range of the boundary of the corresponding document stem. That is,
given the type (i) query Q, get a series of the documents
dQ,< 4!e.>

d Q.’

so that
RC{B{ u

i- I , n

/(<*&))) =>e.

where B stands for the boundary and / stands for mapping function from D to K.
Similar to DRS and KRS in document retrieval, fact retrieval involves DRS and
KRS, but there is an additional step. Unlike document retrieval where after the docu
ments are retrieved, the task is done, fact retrieval involves an additional task to con
struct the fact from these retrieved documents. This is done by manipulating the boun
daries of the documents that are in the D-cover. The formation of such a boundary is
where document retrieval and fact retrieval differ. The process of fact retrieval with
an example is shown in Figure 4.5, where documents dlt d2, d3, d4 were acquired

before. To answer a query, a fact with

d2, d4 is constructed and presented to the

user. Since the entire retrieval process is transparent to the user, he may think this fact
is retrieved from the document space. In this sense, document retrieval and fact
retrieval are unified.
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F ig u r e d fact retrieval
(A fact covered by d l t d2, d4)
1(Solid lines indicate operations related to storage, dashed lines indicate operations related to queiy)
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4.4.3 Pseudo fact retrieval
In addition to retrieval by document and by fact, retrieval may be done in a more
active manner. If the requested knowledge does not exist, new structures can be gen
erated according to certain criteria. An example was shown in section 3.1. The gen
erated text will be referred to as a pseudo fact. New structure generation is a way to
actively utilize the stored knowledge invoked by a query. Structure generation is per
formed by structure comparison followed by structure mapping. Both structure com
parison and structure mapping are processes based on the actual structure of the
knowledge space.
In Chapter 3 (section 3.5) the definition of structure mapping was given. To
incorporate the definition of type (ii) query given in section 4.1, we have:
Definition (structure generation, pseudo fact retrieval). By structure generation
invoked by query Q with type (ii) we mean a document stem

contains some objects

and relationships which are not obtained from any document. This kind of retrieval is
named pseudo fa ct retrieval, and f~ :Q¥) is called a pseudo fact.
Since the retrieval of a fact F is a Tesult of fact retrieval, pseudo fact retrieval
also concerns DRS and KRS. Unlike more conventional retrieval, however, the fact F
itself is not retrieved to satisfy Q , but some other "untold" query Q ' . The document
stem of the fact for answering Q' is mapped to generate *F. Figure 4.6 illustrates the
pseudo fact retrieval. Basically, it consists of two phases. At the first phase, the user
enters an incomplete document which is similar to a document, but different from a
regular document in that part of its content is to be filled. Similar to a regular docu
ment, the incomplete document is converted into its internal structure, but is mapped

into the temporary area rather than the knowledge space. At the second phase, from
the document stem of this incomplete document, a complete document stem can be
generated from, some fact through structure mapping. (Some detail for a case study
can be found in Chapter 6 ). Finally, a pseudo fact can be constructed from this result
ing document stem. Therefore, an incomplete document plays the role of a query on
one hand, and becomes part of the answer (i.e., the complete pseudo fact) on the other.
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Pseudo

QUERY

DOCUMENT SPACE

DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION LIST

KJument ste m\
Pseudo fact
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CONCEPTUAL
MEMORY

KNOWLEDGE
SPACE

Figure 4.6 Pseudo fact retrieval by structure mapping
* (Solid lines indicate operations related to storage; dashed lines indicate operations related to query)
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4.5 Summary: Query invoked memory reorganization implies inference
Now we are going to summarize the different types of memory reorganization.
We will end this chapter by pointing out that query invoked memory reorganization
implies inference, therefore, it implies a sense of intelligent retrieval.
First we point out that the scheme described in this chapter provides a unified
way to view document retrieval and fact retrieval. Both document reconstruction and
fact construction are the process of performing f ~ \ the only difference is that in fact
construction an additional step of constructing the boundary for the fact from the
boundaries for the documents is required. Intuitively, both these two processes are
realized by "expanding" from the boundary to the interior of the area.
There may be different algorithms to actually carry out this kind of
(re)construction, depending on the actual form of the components. In the case study
discussed in the following chapters, we will give an actual algorithm for document
reconstruction by boundary expansion.
Both document retrieval and fact retrieval utilize the same functions such as f f 1
and

The difference is that for fact retrieval there is an additional process of fact

construction; moreover, inductive reasoning may be involved in the fact construction.
But for the user, the underlying manipulations are transparent. Therefore, he works in
a unified retrieval environment.
We have discussed different types of retrieval as different schemes to realize
memory reorganization. They are document retrieval, fact retrieval and pseudo fact
retrieval. The difference between several terms is summarized below, A document is
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an input unit, and can be reconstructed (in the sense of document equivalence). A fact
is constructed from document stems. Usually it is not an actual document (that is, it is
not an input unit), but it looks like a document, and the contents contained in a fact
come from the previously acquired documents. On the other hand, a pseudo fact is
constructed to be similar to a fact, but it contains some objects and relationships that
are not obtained from any document; it is a suggestion or a guess based on previously
acquired knowledge. Finally, we have informally mentioned an incomplete document
(to be further discussed in Chapter 6 through a case study), which is similar to a docu
ment in that it is typed in by a user, but different from the regular document in that
part of its content is to be filled in by using existing knowledge. Therefore, an incom
plete document plays the role of a query.
Underlying these different types of queries is the intelligent retrieval of
knowledge. The scheme of query invoked memory reorganization implies inference;
the capability of inference is built into the COGMIR model. This is obvious if we
compare the behavior of COGMIR with human intelligence. For instance, to con
struct a fact from different documents requires intelligence; generating pseudo fact
based on existing knowledge again requires intelligence. Furthermore, we point out
that conceptual memory implies "if ... then" type rules. For instance, the use of the
reference range can be explained as "if unable to retrieve a document relevant to
object ou then retrieve a document relevant to object o2, where o 2 falls in the same
reference range of some concept in which o, falls." In addition, topics such as general
ization and abstraction of the knowledge space in the COGMIR framework also con
cern inference, although we will not discuss them in detail.
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In the next two chapters, we will give a detailed case study to show how the con
siderations in this chapter can be realized.

CHAPTER 5
REALIZING MEMORY INVOKED MEMORY
REORGANIZATION IN COGMIR1: A CASE STUDY

5.1 A restricted version of COGMIR
In Chapter 3 we proposed a general model. From now on we consider a res
tricted version of this model so that more structural detail can be considered. This res
tricted version will be referred to as COGMIR1. It can be viewed as a case study of
the general model. Although the general framework of COGMIR is related to classi
cal IR model, this restricted version has more elements common with database sys
tems.
The input documents are rewritten into English-like sentences. The purpose is to
make our work self-contained. Furthermore, we assume the order that the documents
enter the system forms a natural time stamp, This facilities the consideration of deal
ing with time and causality, as will be explained later. The time stamp is imposed
through document description number, as well as the memory location number for
objects and relationships. In order to avoid any possible confusion, in this case, we
will assume document description number start at 1 , and memory location number
start at

1 0 1

.

Under these restrictions, components of COGMIR take a frame-like structure,
with slots standing for different fields. This kind of structure can be easily dealt with
by list presentations.
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In this case study, which consists of Chapters 5 and 6 , we want to define the data
structure for all of the actual components, and discuss the involved manipulations:
how to map the input into internal structure, how to make knowledge tie together, how
the knowledge space is constructed, and how the query-invoked memory reorganiza
tion is performed. Central to a possible realization of the query-invoked memory
reorganization is to represent the knowledge in list-formed databases, upon which the
considerations appearing at the end of Chapter 4 can be realized.
In COGMIR 1, documents are written in particularly defined English-like sen
tences, the grammar for which will be referred to as G. It is used to represent a part of
scientific knowledge through objects and simple relationships. The sample inputs in
Chapter 1 can be rewritten using G. The represented knowledge does not necessarily
fall in a particular knowledge domain. According to the syntax of G, sentences are
restricted by assuming that each sentence consists of two objects associated through
one relationship or three objects associated through two relationships. The other types
of allowable sentences are "is/are" type sentences and questions. The purpose of
defining this grammar is to simplify the mapping process, so that it can be handled by
a non-sophisticated parser and we can focus our study on the internal structure of the
documents. Using this grammar, documents can be rewritten. The grammar is given
in Table 5.1, in which variables start with upper case letters while words starting with
lower case letters indicate constants. Since we have assumed that the input documents
are mental models, the sentences in the documents are components of these mental
models; therefore, they are not only syntactic units, but also semantic structures.

Note that item in parentheses means optional; "*" denotes repetition; "I" means
choice, [noun-list] is a pre-defined noun list, [verb-list] is a pre-defined verb list,
[adj-list] is a pre-defined adjective list, [prop-list] is a pre-defined proposition list

Sentence ::= <Object> <Relationship> <Object> <Stop> I
<Object>

<Relationship>

<Object>

<Relationship>

<Stop> I
<Object> <LinkVerb> <Adj> (and <Adj>)* <Stop> I
<Question>
Object ::= <Noun> I <Ait> <Noun>
Relationship ::= <VerbGp>
Art ::= a I an I the
VerbGp
LinkVerb

<Verb> I <Verb> <Prop> I <Prop>
is I are

Noun ::= [noun-list]
Verb ::= [verb-list]
Adj ::= [adj-list]
Prop ;:= [prop-list]
Question ;:= how <Object> <Relationship> <Object> <Stop>
Stop ::=.

Table 5.1 Grammar G

<Object>
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A special type of sentence is the question, which is used in a user query. Each
query may have more than one question. Questions are handled by using the reserved
word "how." Therefore, in G, the period is the only punctuation.
Some general rules for writing sentences using G are listed in Table 5.2.

(1) To describe the ownership of the object, use the relationship "has".
(2) To describe an attribute of any object, use the relationship "is" or "are". The
object must have appeared before in the same document. Therefore, these attributes
may be used to describe this object.
(3) All the sentences in the same document are ordered in a time sense.
(4) A question is limited to be used one per document at the end of a document.
(5) A question mark "?" is used to indicate the end of any input.

Table 5.2 General rules for writing documents using G

Here are some examples of the sentences in different types:

the kite flies in air.
the arteries carry blood to heart,
the seeds are small and dark,
how doctor removes seeds.
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In the introductory example of Chapter 3 some examples of documents were
given. Some sample documents written in G can be found in Appendix A. On the
other hand, a special type of document that ends with a question will be referred to as
an incomplete document, and will be further discussed in Chapter 6 .
In the process of encoding, each English-like sentence is mapped into an internal
structure by updating or adding one or more items in the object list or the relationship
list. Roughly speaking, this is done by converting nouns or noun groups into objects,
adjectives and adverbs into attributes, and verbs and verb-clauses into relationships,
respectively, with some exceptions. Consequently, each document has its own internal
structure. At any time, the collection of used memory locations, which record the
internal structures obtained from outside and inferred from itself, form the knowledge
space of that instant.
G has been implemented in Prolog. In a sense, the memory of COGMIR 1 can be
viewed as a revised version of a Prolog database with all the relationships ordered. In
order to easily capture the effect of time and causality, we assume events described in
the sentences occur in order of their number in the document.
5.2 Representing knowledge using lists
The knowledge space, as defined in Chapter 3, can be built as a net-like struc
ture. There are two basic constructs: objects and relationships. Relationships indicate
how the objects are associated, and objects also indicate what relationships are associ
ated with them.
All the data structures will be represented in terms o f lists, using terminology of
Prolog. Lists can be nested, and the contents of a list are put in square quotes, that is,

D. The list representation for the introductory example used in section 3.2 is shown in
Figure 5.1, and the meaning of the object list and relationship list stand for is already
illustrated in Figure 3.1 graphically. These lists are the results of the functions / , / 6, / e
and f d operated on the data structures of COGMIRl; for instance, the object list and
relationship list are the result of function / , the document description list is the result
of function f d and

and the conceptual term list is the result of function f c. In the

following, we will give the definitions of the data structures for the system com
ponents. But instead of directly defining the various functions, we will give algo
rithms to describe how these lists can be constructed from the input documents.
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INPUT DOCUMENTS:
1. the arteries cany blood from the heart the veins carry blood to the heart.
2. bats emit sound, the sound is inaudible, an obstacle reflects the sound.
the obstacle is invisible, bats detect the obstacle.
3. a scientist discovers the capillaries, the capillaries connect the arteries.
the capillaries connect the veins.

Document description list:
[[1, p ], [[arteries. 101], [blood, 103], [heart, 104], [veins, 106]],
[101,103,106,103]],
[[2, [*], [[bat, 109], [sound, 111], [obstacle, 113]], [109,113,113,109]],
[[3. [*], [[scientist, 115], [capillaries, 117], [arteries, 119], [veins, 121]],
[115,117,117]]].

Conceptual term list:
Object list:
[[arteries, [*], [1,3]],
[[blood_ vessels],
arteries, capillaries, veins]
[1,3]],
[bat, [*], [2]],
[blood, [*], [1]],
[capillaries, [*], [3]],
[heart, [*], [1]],
[scientist, [*], [3]],
[sound, [*], [2]],
[obstacle, [*], [2]],
veins, [*], [1,3]],

Relationship list:

[[101, [arteries], Q, [102]],
[103, [blood], D, [102]],
[105, [heart], 0. [104]],
[106, [veins], 0 , [107]],
[109, [bat], Q, [110,114]],
[111, [sound], [inaudible], [110,112]],
113, [obstacle], [invisible], [112,114]]
[115, [scientist], □, [116]],
[117, [capillaries], D, [118,120]],
[119, [arteries], [],[I18]],
[121, [veins], 0, [120]]].

[[102, [carry], D, [101,103]],
[104, [to], 0 , [103,105]],
[107, [carry], Q, [106,103]],
[108, [from], Q, [103,105]],
[110, [emits], □, [109, 111]],
[112, [reflects], D, [113, 111]],
[114, [detects], D. [109,113]],
[116, [discovers], D. [115,117]],
[118, [connect], □, [117,119]],
[120, [connect], Q, [117,121]]].

...].

Knowledge space

Note: the symbol (*] standsfor a list with contents not shown
Figure 5.1 List representation Tor the introductory example
Query; "heart, capillaries"
A fact constructed for the query "heart, capillaries”;

arteries carry blood to heart, veins carry bloodfrom heart, capillaries connect arteries, capillaries
connect veins.
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(1) Representing documents. All the short paragraph-like documents are written in G.
Some examples are shown in Figure 3.1 as well as in Figure 5.1.
(2 ) Representing objects. Basically, the role of objects may fall in one of the follow
ing categories: an object is an actor of an action (i.e., the relationship), or an object is
something worked on by some other object through some relationship. In order to dis
tinguish these two types of objects, the first type of object will be referred to as actor
while the second type will be referred to as actee (the term "actee" is coined to reflect
its relationship to "actor"). The relationship between an actor and an actee is recorded
in the associated object list in any relationship, which will be ordered as [Ar,At ],
where Ar is an actor and At is an actee related to Ar through a relationship R. For
instance, for "engineers design machine", if the location number for "engineers" (the
actor of the relationship "design") is 201, and the location number for "machine" (the
actee for the relationship "design") is 203, then the ordered list will be represented as
[201, 203]. Therefore, an object O in COGMIR 1 not only has its own memory loca
tion and attribute list, but is also the thing described by its related relationships.
An object name is a noun defined in grammer G. An object can be attached with
an attribute list as well as other associate lists. Each object represented by a tuple
written in list form. Each object tuple in COGMIR1 has the following format:

[LANUAURU
where
L —location of the object
N -- name of the object

A
R

—attribute list

-- location of related relationships

Examples of object tuples are shown in Figure 5.1, their graphical representa
tions were previously shown in Figure 3.1.
(3) Representing relationships.
A relationship name is a verb or verb phase defined in G. Each relationship in
COGMIRl takes the form of a tuple, which has the following format:

[L, [ N l [A], [Ar , A t ]]

where
L — location o f relationship
N — name o f the relationship

A —attribute list
Ar — location o f the actor
At —location o f the actee

Examples of relationship tuples are given in the relationship list of Figure 5.1.
(4) Manipulating union o f document stems.
A union of object tuples is a set of object tuples listed according to the increasing
order of object locations. A union of relationship tuples is a set of relationship tuples
listed according to the increasing order of relationship locations.
(5) Representing knowledge space.
The knowledge space K is a union of object tuples, O, and a union of relation
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ship tuples, R , where R involves only those objects that are appeared in O. The object
list and the relationship list consisting the knowledge space of the previous example is
shown in Figure 5.1.
(6 ) Representing document stems.
A document stem is a set of object tuples (o It.... 0 H) along with some relation
ships among these objects. A document stem has the following format;

1 1 0 ],

[/?]],

where
0

R

- object list (consists of object tuples)

—relationship list (consists of relationship tuples)

The union of document stems in COGMIR 1 is a document stem which takes all
the object tuples and relationship tuples of those document stems. All the objects are
listed in the increasing order of objects, so do all the relationships. Within the same
document stem, two objects with same name appeared in the object tuples are treated
as one object. The union of two document stems is to put the two document stems
according to a certain order. This will be discussed later.
(7) Representing document description list.
The document description list in COGMIR 1 is represented as

where
D

—document reference number,
P

- property list,
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O -- object location list,
B —boundary.
The document reference number is a serial number used to identify all the docu
ments. This number is assigned to every newly acquired document by increasing 1.
The property list may be used to record general information about the documents,
such as year or author, as well as other information. The object location list consists of
sublists, each sublist taking the is a pair of [name, location]. All the object locations
appeared in the document stem are recorded. Finally, the document description list
also records the important information of boundary. In COGMIR1 the boundary is a
list of actors ordered according to their appearance in the sentences (may appear more
than once if they appear in the same document more than once).
(8 ) Representing conceptual memory. In order to keep the structure simple, the con
ceptual memory in COGMIR1 is constructed as a conceptual term list, which consists
of conceptual terms. To facilitate the search, the objects in the reference range can
also be made direcdy referenced. Each conceptual term is represented as follows:
[ c ,[ n u > ] ]
where
C —a conceptual term, which is an object name
R —role list
D —document list (document reference numbers of the documents that are related to C)
Objects may relate to concepts in many different ways. In this case study we just
consider a special way, that is, the objects related to a concept play the "role" of this
concept These objects form the reference range of this concept. The role list may be
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predefined, but may also be updated by hand. The document list part of the concep
tual term list is updated by the system. The counterpart of this process in the classical
IR system is automatic indexing [Salt84]. Of course, an automatically constructed
conceptual term list will show greater intelligence, but even a pre-defined conceptual
term list (with only its document list part is updated whenever a new document
comes) will suffice to perform the major task of query invoked memory reorganiza
tion. An example of conceptual memory using the format defined here was already
given in section 3.2.
5.3 Processing and storage of the input documents
From now on we describe some fundamental manipulations on COGMIRl.
There are different types of operations for COGMIRl. There are operations related to
mapping, locating the related area in knowledge space, and document and fact
(reconstruction. These operations concerns the integration o f the documents, as well
as the realization of query invoked memory reorganization.
The general idea behind these algorithms is to convert the input into the internal
structure, which is a kind of linear list. Searching can therefore be simplified. As we
will see, the time stamp as discussed in the beginning section o f this chapter plays an
important role in the controlling of these algorithms.
In our current case study, mapping input into the knowledge space is a process of
parsing plus list handling.
(I) Parsing individual sentence.
The following are the general steps of the conversion for each sentence:
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(1) Separating individual sentences. The punctuation "stop" (.) is the notation ending
and separating sentences.
(ii) Parsing. The task of parsing is to check whether (1) each word in the sentence is a
legal won! (i.e., it is either in the noun list, verb list or proposition list); and whether
(2) the sentence is in one of the three types as defined in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
(iii) Identifying parts o f the sentences. During parsing, the parts of the sentences
(such as actors, relationships and the actees) are identified. Basically, each sentence is
converted into the set of actor, relationship, and the actee, except those sentences in
which more than two objects are involved (as defined in Table 5.1). In this latter case,
a sentence is first decomposed into two sentences with each involves two objects (i.e.,
one actor, and one actee).
(iv) Store the parsed parts o f the sentences in a temporary buffer. Except for the type
o f sentences in which more than two objects are involved, all the components of any
sentence are stored in specified places in the temporary buffer. For the type of sen
tences in which more than two objects are involved, are first transformed into two sen
tences with each of them having only two objects, and stored separately.
The process of parsing can be illustrated in Figure 5.2.

input
document

sentence 1

subject

relation'
ship

sentence n

sentence 2

object

subject

relation
ship

components
for sentence 1
BUFFER
components
or sentence n

Note: dashed box indicates posible decomposition of sentence
Figure 5.2 Parsing a document

object
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(2) The mapping process
After all the sentences in a document are all parsed, the sentences in this docu
ment are converted into the internal structure and stored in the overall knowledge
space. At any time, the collection of used memory locations, which records the inter
nal structures obtained either from outside or inferred from itself, form the knowledge
space of that instance. Moreover, all the related data structures, such as the document
description list and the conceptual term list, are updated.
We now describe the process step by step.
(1) For each newly acquired document, form a new item for the document description
list. Increase the document reference number by 1, and record the boundary of the
document stem, which consists of the actors of all the sentences.
(2) For each document, update the conceptual term list by adding the new document
reference number to the relevant concept.
(3) For each sentence in this document, construct or update object tuples and construct
relationship tuples as follows. For each occurrence of a relationship, creat a new rela
tionship tuple. For each occurrence of an object, if the object has not appeared before
in this document, create a new tuple for this object; otherwise, update this object tuple
(which was created by previous sentences in this document) by adding the relationship
location to the relationship list.
In order to deal with error handling, in COGMIRl, the user actually work with a
buffer. All the lists and tuples obtained from a new document are temporarily stored in
the buffer. As soon as the user finished entering a valid document, these lists and
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tuples will be appended to the proper lists, the conceptual term list and knowledge
space are thus updated.
5.4 Operations on document stems
In this section, we define the following two operations of document stems in
COGMIRl: union and chopping. Examples will be given in Figure 5.4.
In Chapter 3, we have defined the operations on document stems for the general
COGMIR model. In this section, we give a more detailed definition of the union
operation in terms of the specific structure of COGMIRl.
Definition (Union of document stems). The union of two document stems 5,■ and 8 ,
in COGMIRl is the appending of these two document stems according to the increas
ing order of their document reference numbers. The object tuples in one document
stem are appended by the object tuples in another- document stem, and the relationship
tuples in one document stem is appended by the relationship tuples in another docu
ment stem, both according to the increasing order of their location numbers.
Due to the storage algorithms described in previous section, the location numbers
for both object tuples and relationship tuples appear in a document stem in proper
order, so this definition will not cause any conflict.
Definition (Chopping of document stem). The chopping of a document stem based
on a set of location numbers (for a set of objects) refers to the following operation: get
the lower bound min and upper bound max of these location numbers (of these objects),
then remove all the tuples in this document stem whose location numbers do not fall
in the range determined by max and min.

.
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The rationale of having this operation is to remove those tuples which are not
under current concern. The reason to keep all the tuples within the whole range (even
if their location numbers are not in the specified set) is due to the assumption of time
and causality (as discussed earlier). The chopping operation is useful in fact retrieval.
When performing fact retrieval, the set of location numbers as mentioned before is
usually specified in the fact retrieval plan (to be defined in section 5.5.3).
The use of these two operations will be further discussed in next section.
5.5 Document retrieval and fact retrieval
In this section we discuss how to perform retrieval in COGMIRl. Here we only
consider type (i) query (as defined in Chapter 4), the other type of query will be dis
cussed in Chapter 6 .
5.5.1 Determining partial relevance of documents
The basic function of answering a query is to locate a specific boundary in order
to retrieve the area (in the knowledge space) confined by this boundary and then actu
ally construct (or reconstruct) the contents carried in this area.
To retrieve the relevant document, the process follows exactly the basic idea
shown in Chapter 4 through the use of conceptual term list. After the document
relevant to a query is determined, the process of document reconstruction from the
document stem will be discussed in section 5.5.4. If there is more than one document
relevant to the query, these documents will be ranked according to the reverse order of
the document reference number.
5.5.2 Determining boundary and area for a fact
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Since fact retrieval concerns more than one document stem, we need to find
some way to indicate the relationship between different document stems. First, we
give the following definition.
Definition (path). A path in the knowledge space K of COGMIRl is an ordered
sequence of objects (0; ’s) and relationships (R{’s) taking the form

(where pit i = l

p I.
n is either an object or relationship) satisfying the following two

conditions: ( 1 ) each relationship

associate the two objects which appear immedi

ately before it and after it, and (2 ) any object can be immediately followed by at most
one object, and this object must have the same name and larger location number.
The reason to restrict the consequent objects with the same name is to impose the
time stamp. The following is an example is a path (objects and relationships are
identified by their memory location numbers) in the introductory example of Chapter
3, which satisfies the requirements in the definition, and is illustrated in Figure 5.3:
106, 107,103,117,120,121

106
veins

121
veins

cconi

103
blood

Figure 5 3 A path
(Attributes of objects not shown)
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The purpose of introducing the concept of path is to define the the connection of
document stem.
Definition (connected document stem). A document stem is connected if for any
two objects in this document stem, there exists at least one path. Here different
instances of same object are treated as same object.
Based on this definition a fact in COGMIRl can be represented through the
document stems in the following manner. A fact in COGMIRl is a set of sentences
written in G, and is constructed from a connected document stem in which the loca
tions of objects appear in an increasing order.
5.5.3 Fact construction
To discuss the fact construction, we start from the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 If QDL is the query description list for a fact retrieval, and after reorder
ing this QDL, if (i) there is a way to divide it into several parts Q,-, i -

1

n , each can

be retrieved from a document dit (satisfies du < du i f m < n ), and (ii) the g £’s are
related in the following way: for any £?,, there always exists some qK e Qit and some
% e Qj (* ^ J)» so that 9a, and qjt have same object name, or they are associated with
objects with same name (through some relationships), then the d ^s form a D-Cover
for the requested fact.
Proof. In order to prove the theorem, we notice that the fact to be constructed (as
stated in the theorem) consists of several parts, each is a part of a document. Condition
(ii) in the theorem implies that there is a kind of overlap of the boundary objects
name, or the overlap of the object names that are associated through relationships; this
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indicates that this fact consists of a path across the boundary. Moreover, the time
stamp required by the union of document stems is satisfied by condition (i). There
fore, the union of these documents form the D-cover of this fact.

[]

In the following the fact retrieval is discussed step by step.
(i) Constructing the fact retrieval plan.
In order to construct a fact, we need to first to form a plan to indicate what docu
ments should be retrieved, the order in which these documents are to be retrieved, and
which parts of these documents will be used. From theorem 5.1 comes the following
definition.
Definition (Fact retrieval plan). A fact retrieval plan is an ordered list with each
item consisting of the following:

IP , Q ]
where
D - document number, and
Q - the query description list for this document
Intuitively, a fact retrieval plan gives a process "from current existing document
stems, how to construct an area so that its boundary contains the query description
list." Such a plan should specify what documents are used and in what order these
documents are used. The definition contains both these two information needs. The
order is determined by time stamp on the documents, that is, the contents contained in
the document that enters the system earlier are assumed to have occurred earlier.
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The general steps for generating the fact retrieval plan can be stated as follows.
1. Use the method summarized in 5.5.1, search the KRS and convert to DRS to obtain
a list of documents which are at least partially relevant to the QDL. This can be car
ried out by applying the basic idea described in section 4.4 to the data structures of
COGMIRl.
2. Choose documents from the resulting list so that after arranging them according to
the increasing order of their document reference numbers, they can jointly satisfy the
following requirements: ( 1 ) any document stem must have some common boundary
object names or common object names associated with boundary objects with those
appeared in document stem directly before it and after it (this is to guarantee connec
tion between document stems), (2 ) these objects must contain all the terms appearing
in the QDL (not necessarily in the order appeared in the QDL).
3. List the abovementioned documents in increasing order, along with the boundary
objects that appear in the QDL, taking the form specified in the definition of the fact
retrieval plan.
For example, the fact retrieval plan for the query "heart, capillary" in the intro
ductory example of Chapter 3 can be carried out as follows. From step 1 it can be
determined that documents 1 and 3 are partly relevant to the query. Following step 2,
these documents should be rearranged so document 1 is followed by document 3. Step
3 gives the following fact retrieval plan:
[[ 1 , [heart, vein, artery]],
[3, [vein, artery, capillary]]].
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Notice here that the documents are listed in order, and the objects "vein" and
"artery" appear in both of these two items.
(ii) Performing the chopping operation in each document stem involved in the fact
retrieval plan.
Each item in the fact retrieval plan specifies part of the boundary of a document
stem that is relevant to the query. From the objects involved in this part of boundary,
the lowest location number ohw and the highest location number

can then be

determined. The object tuples and relationship tuples that are in this document stem
but do not fall in a range determined by

and oUgh can then be removed. Therefore,

the chopping operation is performed by using information provided in the document
description list and the fact retrieval plan.
(iii) Constructing the union o f document stems from the fact retrieval plan.
The resulting document stems taken from different documents are then listed in
order of the documents as specified in the fact retrieval plan. This enables us to per
form the union operation on the document stems.
In the introductory example in Chapter 3, a fact about the query "heart, capillary"
was constructed. The resulting document stem corresponding to this fact, which is the
partial union of the document stems 8 , and
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, which form the D -cover of this fact, is

shown step by step in Figure 5.4 (in (a) and (b) blank lines are only used to distinguish
different document stems. Notice that in step (c) the tuples related to the object
"scientist" (which is not involved in this retrieval) is removed. This is to perform
chopping operation. The union operation follows, which results in a new document

stem to be constructed into text form. Figure 5.5(a) is reproduced from Figure 3.1 for
comparison, while Figure 5.5(b) graphically explains the process of query invoked
memory reorganization, where objects 106 and

121

(with same object name ''vein")

are conceptually combined as a single object, and objects

101

and 119 (with same

object name "arteries") are also conceptually combined as a single object. The new
fact is confined in a big rectangle in Figure 5.5(c), the boundary of this fact formed by
the objects "veins", "blood", "arteries" and "capillaries".
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Object list!
[[101, [arteries], D,[102]],
[103, [blood], n. [102]],
[105, [heart], D. [104]],
[106, [veins], D, [107]],
[109, [bat], □, [110,114]],
[111, [sound], [inaudible], [110,112]],
'113, [obstacle], [invisible], [112,114]]
[115, [scientist], Q, [116]],
[117, [capillaries], Q, [118,120]],
[119, [arteries], □. [118]],
[121, [veins], 0 , [120]]].

Relationship list:
[[102, [cany], D, [101,103]],
[104, [to], D. [103,105]],
[107, [cany], □, [106,103]],
[108, [from], D. [103,105]],
[110, [emits], D, [109, 111]],
[112, [reflects], Q, [113,111]],
[114, [detects], D, [109,113]],
[116, [discovers], □, [115,117]],
[118, [connect], [], [117,119]],
[120, [connect], 0 . [117,121]]].

Figure 5.4(a) Original document stems

Object list
[[101, [arteries], Q, [102]],
[103, [blood], 0 , [102]],
[105, [heart], D. [104]],
[106, [veins], 0, [107]],
[115, [scientist], □, [116]],
[117, [capillaries], Q, [118,120]],
[119, [arteries], D,[118]],
[121, [veins], □, [120]]].

Relationship list
[[102, [cany], Q, [101,103]],
[104, [to], □, [103,105]],
[107, [cany], Q, [106,103]],
[108, [from], Q, [103,105]],
[116, [discovers], [], [115,117]],
[118, [connect], [], [117,119]],
[120, [connect], U, [117,121]]].

Figure 5.4(b) Relevant document stems (to be performed by chopping operation)

Object list
[[101, [arteries], □, [102]],
[103, [blood], D, [102]],
[105, [heart], D, [104]],
[106, [veins], D, [107]],
[117, [capillaries], □, [118,120]],
[119, [arteries], D, [118]].
[121, [veins], D,[120]]].

Relationship list
[[102, [cany], [], [101,103]],
[104, [to], 0 . [103,105]],
[107, tcarry], Q, [106,103]],
[108, [from], Q, [103,105]],
[118, [connect], □, [117,119]],
[120, [connect], Q, [117,121]]].

Figure 5.4(c) Union of document stems
A fact constructed for query "heart, capillaries":
arteries carry blood to heart, veins carry blood from heart, capillaries connect arteries, capillaries
connect veins.
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scientist

105
heart
106
ve ns

102
<cany>

121
veins

101
ies

Note: attributes for objects in parenthesis
Figure 5.5(a) Three document stems

119
arteries

__J18
<connec]

Note: attributes for objects in parenthesis
Note: Two objects integrated by concept list have been merged together
Figure 5.5(b) Query invoked fact construction for query "capillaries, heart"
(Fact is indicated in the rectangular,
with dj and d3 as its D-cover)
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5.5.4 Text construction from document stems
The final step, going from the document stem(s) to a user readable form, is the
same for both document retrieval and fact retrieval. Therefore, we will discuss them
under the subtitle "text construction." The following steps describe the formation of
document or fact from document stems.
The process of construction from a document stem is performed as follows:
1. For both document retrieval and fact retrieval, the user readable form is constructed
sentence by sentence. For document retrieval, sentences are constructed according to
the order of the object location number as specified in the boundary. For fact
retrieval, more than one document stem (each is a part of a document stem converted
from a document) is involved, and they are used according to the fact retrieval plan.
For each document stem, the reconstruction process is the same for processing in
document retrieval. Therefore, although for fact retrieval, we do not use a single "fact
description list" (like the document description list in document retrieval) to provide
information about its boundary, the required information is available from the docu
ment description list for the documents involved in the D-cover.
2. Each sentence is constructed in the following manner.
(i) For each object (actor) location number in the boundary, get the name o f the
actor and find its object tuple in the object list;
(ii) from this object tuple, find the related relationship location number;
(iii) from the relationship location number, get the name of this relationship, and
find the relationship tuple in the relationship list;
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(iv) finally, from the relationship tuple, find the object (actee) location number,
and from the object list find the tuple of this object to get the name of the actee.
3. Based on the information provided by the tuples obtained in step 2, write out sen
tences according to grammar G. Basically this is done by listing the names of the
objects and relationships according to the following order:
(Art) actorjtame relationshipjiame

(Art)

acteejiame.

Where "Art" is an optional article which takes value "a/an” when the associated object
(actor) appears in the document in the first time, or "the" elsewhere. "Is/are" type sen
tences are constructed after the first appearance of the actor, if the attribute list of this
actor is not empty. Note that the reconstructed documents are not necessary identical
with the input previously acquired by the system. For instance, the use of "article"
may be different from the original form. But the reconstructed documents are
equivalent to the original documents in the sense defined in Chapter 3.
As an example, following this algorithm, for the previous example, from the fact
retrieval plan, then the fact constructed is
arteries carry blood to heart. veins cany blood from heart. capillaries connect
arteries, capillaries connect veins.
5.6 Knowledge space and relational database
It is interesting to compare our work with other research in information systems.
Using the terminology appearing in this chapter, there are two ways to view a docu
ment: each document is taken as a unit, or each document is a collection of object
tuples or relationship tuples. We already discussed the first point. At another
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extreme, as we already mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, since a document
can be viewed as a collection of object tuples and relationship tuples, there are some
interesting connections exist between our approach and the relational database model.
It has been observed that relational databases have not been ideal for AI applications
in the past because of their inefficiency in making large numbers of small inferences
involving either very small relations or small parts of larger relations [Tani87]. By
imposing the COGMIR framework at the system level, we have adopted some con
siderations from the relational model to meet the needs of knowledge integration.
(1) Frame-like lists resembles relational databases.
First of all, the frame-like lists as used in this case study can be roughly viewed
as relational databases with fixed fields of attributes. For instance, the underlying
structure of the knowledge space can be viewed as a relational database. All the
object tuples form a relation Object, which has fixed fields L,N ,A,R (using the sym
bols in section 5.2); and all the relationship tuples form a relation, Relationship, which
has fixed fields L.N ,A,Ar,A, (again using symbols in section 5.2). Moreover, any
document stem is also a relation. Similarly, the concept term list forms a relation, as
does the document description list. But in our approach, instead of a tabular represen
tation, a list representation is used. This is due to the different manipulation require
ments between data and knowledge. But the main advantage of using a list represen
tation over the tabular form is that it is more flexible in realizing the manipulations as
described in this chapter. By mapping the input documents into a frame-like list
representation which is much more regular than that in the original documents, the
power of manipulating a regular, homogeneous structure, as that demonstrated in a
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relational database, is adopted.
(2) Operations in knowledge space resemble those in relational databases.
The operations on these lists are similar to the operations on relational databases.
For instance, the construction of a path in the knowledge space can be viewed as a
kind of join operation, and the construction of a fact may be viewed as a result of a
series of operations which resembles select and join operations in a relational data
base. The conceptual term memory resembles a data dictionary in a database, which
is a database about a database i.e., a database that records information about the
objects in the database [Gran87]. Moreover, to deal with conflicting information (a
problem not addressed here) resembles the integrity problem in a conventional data
base. Nevertheless, an essential difference exists; for instance, with the document
stems, there is nothing similar to "keys" in a relational database.
Since the knowledge space in COGMIR1 is a net-like structure, one may also ask
whether there is any relationship between the network database model and COGMIR1
at all. In order not to digress from our current topic, we will not examine this in detail,
although we want to point out that differences exist in the way of performing database
navigation [Gran87], to which the COGMIR framework provides a way of searching
through an intermediate conceptual memory (conceptual term list).
The relationship between a knowledge base and a database that is examined here
can be viewed from several different levels. One may view the knowledge bases as
differing from databases in that they "describe and operate on classes of objects rather
than on individual objects" [Wide8 6 ]. We can view the problem from the "knowledge
level" [Newe77] so that databases may be interpreted as large knowledge bases of a
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certain limited form [Brac8 6 ]. Keeping this kind of relationship in mind, query
invoked memory reorganization may be viewed as the "knowledge base version" of
the same principle in database. But due to the essential difference between a database
and a knowledge base, the actual algorithms involved are quite different.
(3) Integration in knowledge space resembles integration in multiple databases.
Other recent work in database systems also addresses similar problems. Recently
integration has been a topic in multiple databases [Motr87, Litw84, Litw 8 6 ]. In partic
ular, Litwin’s MALPHA [Litw84, Litw 8 6 ] defines a kind of dynamic attribute which
is pertinent to a user query and then it is "disappeared" when the query terminates.
This shares a fundamental notion with our query invoked memory reorganization,
although that research is not concerned with knowledge engineering at all.
5.7 Discussion and summary
In this chapter we have described the structure of COGMIR1, and defined the
manipulations on this model. These manipulations mainly fall in two categories:
those related to document storage and those related to retrieval. Document storage
manipulations include constructing a new item in the document description list for a
document, updating the knowledge space (which consists of an object list and a rela
tionship list), and updating the conceptual term list. On the other hand, there are two
problems to consider for the task of retrieval. First, since what are stored are not origi
nal documents, but are their correspondent document stems integrated into the
knowledge space, the search is conducted in the knowledge space, while in order to
reconstruct the documents, this kind of information must be converted back into docu
ments. The other problem is to actually reconstruct these retrieved documents. In this
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chapter, these two problems have been addressed. Particularly, we have emphasized
the role of the conceptual term list and the document description list in the manipula
tions. What is more, we have examined the manipulations related to the fact retrieval
process; through this process, memory has been reorganized. All these manipulations
realize the principles as discussed in Chapter 3. Sample output can be found in
Appendix B.
If we view each document stem as a structure pattern, then the algorithms in this
chapter describe a process of constructing and manipulating patterns which take docu
ments as basic units to work with. Moreover, there is an inference ability associated
with theses patterns, as will be discussed in the next chapter.
Some traditional issues are not discussed in this chapter. This includes updating
and deleting. However, more issues related to inference on the COGMIR1 structure
will be discussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 6
QUERY INVOKED STRUCTURE GENERATION

6.1 Introduction
The fundamental idea of query invoked memory reorganization in COGMIR and
its restricted version COGMIR1 has been examined in previous chapters. But
knowledge integration not only means tying things together, but also implies utiliza
tion of acquired knowledge in a holistic manner, usually requiring some kind of infer
ence. An information system without an inference ability is very restricted. One indi
cation of inference for a retrieval system is that it can provide information which was
not previously stored. In this chapter we will show how COGMIR 1 can be used to
generate new structure based on available knowledge, an inference method which is
usually referred to as analogical reasoning. Analogical reasoning is closely related to,
but not identical to, inductive inference [H0 II8 6 , Jant87]. Efforts have been made to
provide a formal framework for analogical reasoning [Klin71, Chou83, Indu87J; how
ever, many aspects of analogical reasoning are still to be explored. What we want to
do in this chapter is to explore the nature of analogical reasoning from the perspective
of an integrated cognitive process.
We will treat analogical reasoning as as a natural extension of information
retrieval. Although it is generally agreed that analogical reasoning concerns the rem
inding of current situation to some previous one [Carb85], the key point of how to find
these previous situations (i.e., the analogs) is far from being solved; so far as this
aspect is concerned, it has been simply artificially assumed that they were already
121
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there. However, locating the analogs is the most important aspect which uncovers the
underlying cognitive process of analogical reasoning, and this problem cannot be
solved without considering the environment of intelligent retrieval. The COGMIR
environment has made this possible. Due to the large amount of work involved in
analogical reasoning, instead of a developing a comprehensive theory of analogical
reasoning, we will only focus on the facet of analogical reasoning as extended
knowledge retrieval.
We start our discussion with structural mapping in COGMIR1. We will consider
the queries which take the following form: they look like regular inputs in COGMIR 1,
except that they end with a question. These inputs, except the last sentences (i.e., the
questions), consist of some objects and relationships describing known condition,
therefore, they provide structure information for part of the area to be retrieved.
Moreover, following the algorithm given in the next section, a partial boundary can
also be obtained from this input. Therefore, this kind of input is a type (ii) query as
defined in Chapter 4. The following is an example of such a query:
the enemies dispatch a plane, the plane is invisible, how people detect the plane.
Suppose the answer is not available from the knowledge space, but a document
about "bat" was previously acquired by the system, then COGMIR may perform a
structure mapping which results in a suggestion to the user for consideration. Notice
that this kind of reasoning never "guarantees" to provide a "correct" solution. The
generated suggestion is stored in the temporary area reserved in the knowledge space
as defined in Chapter 3. It is the responsibility of the user to determine whether to
store the solution or not. If the user wants to store the suggestion just as if it were
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acquired knowledge, this generated knowledge is treated as a document stem, and is
assigned a document reference number. The conceptual term list is also updated. By
this way, the knowledge space is self-updated.
The entire process of generating suggestion is to be performed as two steps: con
struct a document stem A(Q’) using trial retrieval and test (to be discussed in this
chapter), followed by O (A(Q*), ¥ ) , where Q is a list of query terms (directly avail
able or obtained from the problem statments), Q’ is another list which related to Q,
where

(A(Q’), 'P(Q)) is the process of generating new structure 'P(Q) based on

retrieval result of A(Q’). Using the conventional terminology of analogical reasoning,
A(Q’) can be called as an analog (consequently, the problem implied in the query can
be called a target). Unlike the case considered in Chapter 5, in the current case what
to be retrieved is not precisely provided by the query (as in the conventional case).
The query Q’ itself is something unknown, and usually the analog A(Q’) is obtained
through a series of "trial retrieval and testing." For instance, in the previous "plane"
example, Q is a query concerns the detecting of a "plane", and Q' is not specified in
the original query, through a process of "trial retrieval and testing", finally, the docu
ment related to "bats" is retrieved.
To summarize, the tasks of this chapter are: (1) process the query (i.e., incom
plete document) into internal structure, (2) revise the algorithms given in Chapter 5
for document retrieval and fact retrieval to the case where a query Q' is not specified
as illustrated above, and (3) develop the algorithms for structure comparison and gen
eration. However, these tasks are intertwined, so we will not discuss them separately.
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6.2 Mapping incomplete document into temporary area
Using COGMIRl to provide suggestions for the problems as discussed before
requires additional data structures and operations. These data structures and opera
tions parallel those of taking documents as input as described in the previous chapters.
The difference is that the query (taking the form of an "incomplete" document) is
mapped into the temporary area in the knowledge space.
First, we want to define what is an incomplete document. In Chapter 3 we have
defined the temporary area in COGMIR, and in this section we want to show how to
map the incomplete document into this temporary area.
Definition (Incomplete object/relationship). An incomplete object/relationship is an
object or a relationship with name "?".
For instance, the following is an incomplete object:
[-4, [?],[], [-2]],
which indicates an object with unknown name (at temporary location -4) is associated
through relationship (at temporary location -2 ); while the following is an incomplete
relationship: ‘
[-2, [?], □, [-4, -lj],
which indicates a relationship with unknown name (at temporary location -2 ) associ
ates two objects (actor at temporary location -4 and actee at temporary location - 1 ).
The reason of having a negative number as temporary location number will be
explained before the end of this section.
Definition (Incomplete document stem, or IDS). An incomplete document stem is a
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collection of objects and relationships with some of them being incomplete.
Incomplete document d and incomplete document stem 8 are denoted d - and 8 -,
respectively.
Parsing the incomplete document is similar to parsing a regular document. (1) A
description list for this incomplete document which will be referred to as a query
description list, is constructed in the same way as for a document description list. (2 )
If a sentence is not a question, we use the method described in Chapter 5. If a sentence
is a question, on the other hand, we change the sentence from the original form into a
form in which an object with unknown name "?" and a relationship with unknown
name

are involved, and then use the abovementioned method. The document stem

converted from the incomplete document is stored in the temporary area separated
from the knowledge space. There will be a sequential location number used to impose
a time stamp, but here the location number is assigned in a different way. For each
different incomplete document stem, we start from 0 , and decrease by

1

(instead of

starting at 101 and increasing by 1 in the rest of the knowledge space). This is why
the temporary location number will always be negative.
6.3 Steps of new structure generation
Now we discuss the general process of using analogical reasoning to generated
suggestions. In order to discuss the general process of generating suggestions, an
incomplete document stem 8 - (i.e., the internal structure of the incomplete document
d - provided by the user) will be denoted
8- = S0 u y,
where

80

is a document stem not involved in the structure mapping, and y is the
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document stem involved in the structure mapping.
because of the time stamp.) In fact,

60

80

and y are not interchangeable,

is the unmatchable part of a document stem to

be compared, and it varies for different document stems. For instance, in the "plane"
example, "enemies dispatch plane" is not involved in structure mapping, supposing
that the knowledge space still hold the three document stems as shown in the example
of Chapter 3.
6.3.1 Retrieval of structure from single document
Hie basic idea of structure generation in COGMIR1 can be shown in the case
where the structure to be mapped is from a single document. In this case, the pseudo
fact is generated by mapping a document to the incomplete document.
Since structure comparison is time consuming, in COGMIR1 it is restricted to a
small number of most recently acquired documents. For document retrieval this pro
cess can always start from the last document; if it is not successful, go back to a less
recent one. This process will stop when an analog is found or none of the documents
to be checked is qualified to be an analog. The range of documents to be checked will
be referred to as the checking range. Retrieval of an analog from a single document
is a process of "trial retrieval and testing" which consists of the following steps:
1. Construct an original checking queue which contains documents in the checking
range; these documents are ordered according to the document reference number,
from highest to lowest. The process of checking will follow the strategy of "last-infirst-check" (LEFC).
2. If the checking queue is not empty, take the first document in this queue and go to
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step 3. Otherwise, report "structure generation cannot be performed based on
currently available knowledge," and quit.
3. Use the boundary information of this document stored in the document description
list (incorporate conceptual term list, if necessary), perform structure comparison (to
be discussed in section 6.4).
4, If this document is similar (or partially similar) to the incomplete document (using
the structure comparison method described in section 6.4), then the "trial retrieval and
testing" process is successfully done and quit. Otherwise, remove this document from
the checking queue and go to step 1 .
In the previous "plane" example, since the number of document stems stored is
small, all the three document stems can be used as checking range. Following this
algorithm, we start with document rf3. Since it is not similar to the query, we go back
to document dz. The similarity can be determined, and d2 is the document that should
be retrieved.
Comparing the algorithm with the algorithm for document retrieval appearing in
Chapter 5, the difference is in the way of determining the relevance of a document.
Unlike the algorithm in Chapter 5 where the relevance of a document is determined by
searching the conceptual term list, here to determine relevance, a testing process for
structure similarity is required.
6.3.2 Retrieval of structure from several documents
The basic idea described in the last subsection can be generalized to the case
where the structure to be mapped is constructed from several documents from which a
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fact can be constructed. Since our purpose is to illustrate our general idea, we will
consider the case in which only two documents are involved in constructing the ana
log. The basic idea discussed below can be generalized to a more general case in
which more documents are needed.
Generally speaking, the need for a second document is due to the fact that the
first document can form only part of the analog. In this case, the task is to find du d2 so
that <0(5! uSj) = v , where \|/ is the document stem of the pseudo fact. Basically, the
method described for the single document (in section 6.3.1) can be used recursively,
that is, the first document is chosen as before, and the second document is chosen so
that it can be used to perform <b(6d = ij/2, where

xp, u y 2 =

and dt < dz (to

ensure the document reference number must follow in increasing order to impose time
stamp). An important difference here is that the LIFC strategy cannot be used.
Instead, within the checking range, checking is performed from the lowest reference
number to the highest. This is from considerations of time and causality.
Comparing the algorithm for fact retrieval as appearing in Chapter 5, the main
difference is that in the current algorithm, no explicit fact retrieval plan is needed;
instead, a testing process is used, and structure comparison is required. However, the
basic operations described in Chapter 5, such as chopping and union on the document
stems, are still important in constructing a fact.
To summarize the case in which more than one document is involved in forming
an analog, the basic difference is that the fact retrieval plan cannot be constructed in
advance. This is because that in the current case, the query Q' is not specified.
Nevertheless, a fact is still constructed through checking the conceptual term list and

the document description list, although structure comparison incorporating with "trial
retrieval and test" is needed. Using the symbols in section 6.1, retrieval through ana
logical reasoning can be summarized in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Analogical reasoning as extended retrieval
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6.4 Structure comparison
In this section, we discuss the actual process of structure comparison mentioned
in the previous section. But first we will define the actual form of the mapping func
tion as first discussed in Chapter 3. A structure mapping function specifies how the
structure of a document stem is mapped to another.
Definition (Structure mapping function). A structure mapping function d> specifies
an area mapping between areas A and A*, if it is able to construct a one-to-one map
ping between the objects and relationships in A and A*. That is,
<t>fo) = <?;*,
where objects oi e A and o{* e A+, and

where relationships r.eA and r,-*eA*, and A and A* are document stems in target
domain and the related domain, respectively.
Obviously, this definition meets the basic requirements given in the definition of
structure mapping in Chapter 3.
6.4.1 Deciding object similarity
A general scheme of deciding object similarity sim can be stated as follows:
1. If two objects have same name, then they are treated as the instances of a same
object; assign sim = 1.
2. If two objects are in a same reference range of a concept, assign sim = W (0 <
W S 1 ).
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3. Compute similarity determined by attribute lists sim* (see below), and if sim*
^ 0 (where 0 is a pre-determined threshold), assign sim = 0 ; otherwise assign
sim = e (a small number close to 0), where 0 <, e < 0 < W. The sim* between
two objects A and B is defined as
sim* (A, B) = min (c / a, c / b),
where c is the number of common attributes of the two objects, and a and b are
the number of total attributes of objects A and B , respectively.
4. Otherwise assign sim = U (unknown). The purpose of assigning V for some
pairs is to give a chance to the pairs whose similarity cannot be decided immedi
ately. Its use will be discussed in section 6.4.2.
This strategy assigns highest similarity measure to object pairs with the same
names, smaller measure with less similar object pairs.
6.4.2 Similarity between two parts of document stems
Now that we have discussed similarity between pairs, we now can describe how
to determine similarity between two document stems:
(1) The order of checking similarity between objects and relationships follows the
same process of document reconstruction. That is, for each document stem, we start
from some item in the boundary.
(2) Hie similarity between relationships in these two documents is of fundamental
importance. Two relationships in these two document stems (also called relationship
pairs) are considered similar if they have exactly the same name, or if they can be
treated as similar by using the rules provided in the previous subsection. Since in
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COGMIR 1 we do not include a rule base, we will limit our consideration to the same
exact names. The similarity between relationships will be treated as e if the similarity
does not hold.
(3) The similarity between two objects in two document stems (or object pairs) are
determined through the scheme stated in section 6.4.1. Those objects with unknown
similarity U but are associated with relationship pairs that are similar will be con
sidered as similar.
(4) The overall similarity between two document stems are the minimum similarity
among all the involved object pairs and relationship pairs as stated above.
(5) Check the overall similarity after every relationship pair comparison. Abort the
comparison as soon as the similarity is determined under a certain threshold. Repeat
the same process by starting to compare different objects in the boundaries of the two
document stems, or choosing some other document stems to compare. The threshold
0 used here to control the similarity is usually a pre-determined number 0 <= (0, 1]
and usually close to 1. '
Choosing the proper parts of two document stems to compare follows the objects
appearing in the boundary. If the first object to be compared in the boundary of a
document description list is not similar to the object to be compared in the incomplete
document stem, and their associated relationship pair is not similar either, then the
next object in the boundary of the document description list is selected to try. For
instance, suppose the query description list Q is
6 ~ 4l*

?n>
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while the item in the document description list for a given document is
= d«|*
then q x will be compared with d„lt and if the similarity cannot be determined, dni will
be used to compare with qu and so on, until the similarity is detected or the effort of
comparing Q with Dn is abandoned. Notice here that although boundary objects are
used to start the structure comparison, objects on the boundary as well as those not on
the boundary are used for structure comparison. This process is either ended with a
similarity between two document stems, or the comparison fails and the next docu
ment (with a higher document reference number) is selected to try.
6.4.3 Constructing mapping function
If we denote a document stem to be constructed as Y = xp* u v**, where vy* is
the incomplete document stem, vy** is the remaining part of

and a document stem

for the analog is A = 5* u 5**. There is a necessity to distinguish <j>(which indicates
an existing correspondence between 8* and y*) and <J> (which indicates an extended
correspondence between A and *F). Since the mapping is one to one, the inverse of
function <j>exists, and will be denoted 4>-1. To retrieve a proper 8* from

is the pro

cess of finding this
The process of constructing the mapping function <I>takes the following steps.
(1) Starting from d> = { 0 } (empty mapping).
(2) For those object pairs and relationship pairs pt. r; (where p, is an object or
relationship in 8 and rt is an object or relationship in y*) that are determined
similar, construct <j>(p,*) = r(.
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(3) Extend ([>in A to <X>in V.
After the structure similarity is determined, we are able to generate a new struc
ture. The generated structure is an extension of the original structure.
To illustrate the basic idea of this process, let us go back to the example
appeared in the beginning of this chapter. The query is
the enemies dispatch a plane, the plane is invisible, how people detect plane.
And suppose the following document was previously acquired by the system:
a bat emits sound, the sound is inaudible, obstacle reflects sound, the obstacle is
invisible, the bat detects obstacle.
In this example, the original function as well as the extension of this function are
shown below.
(detects) =

(detects) = detects

(obstacle) = (obstacle) = plane (reason: sim* = 1)
<t»(bat) = people
(emit) = emit
O (reflects) = reflects
® (sound) = sound-like
Notice here that new relationship names are generated through mapping by assigning
them the same names from which they are mapped, while new object names are
assigned by object names from which they are mapped and concatenated with a
postfix "-like".
A picture that illustrates the involved structure mapping is shown in Figure 6.2,
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where two document stems d2 and

are indicated in two circles, relationships in 'P

represented by dashed arrows that indicate generated relationships. The arrows
between two document stems (associated with <(>or O) indicate the structure mapping.
In COGMIR1, the information about the function O is contained in a data struc
ture called NQ list.
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Incomplete document (query);
enemy dispatch plane, plane is invisible, how people detect plane.

* sound
maudibli

iits>

109

tane _

<detacts>

Figure 6.2 Structure mapping in "bat” example
Pseudo fact (generated suggestion):
enemy dispatch plane, plane is invisible, people emits sound-like, sound-like is inaudible, plane
reflects sound-like, people detect plane.
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This example can be generalized to the following definition.
Definition (Extension of function <J>, restriction of function <J>). A structure map
ping function <Dis said to be an extension o f the structure corresponding function
<}>is defined on IDS \j/* e K, d> is defined on 'P e K, VF

if

tj/*, <I>agrees with 4>on \|f*.

We may also say 0 is a restriction of d> on \|f*, denoted <J>=

Here "O agrees

with <}>on tj/*" means following:
<t>(x)
if( * e y * )
[i -lik e] if ( x « v * ) n (x is an object )
x
if (x g \jf* ) n Qc is a relationship)

The algorithm discussed in this section is summarized in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 Steps for generating suggestions
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6.5 Discussion and Evaluation
To summarize what has been discussed so far in this chapter, the process of "trial
retrieval and testing" realizes the idea of eliminating blind searching for an analog
through the framework of intelligent retrieval as described in previous chapters. The
retrieval schemes in COGMIR1 are extended by incorporating the idea of performing
structure mapping on the structures of the retrieved document stems.
We must admit that the example used in this chapter is simple, and it is easy to
generate new structures (i.e., suggestions) which do not have any meaning in the real
world. However, if the documents can be made to contain more detailed information,
more meaningful insight about the structure can be captured; consequently, more
sophisticated structure comparison and generation can be performed. This will make
structure generation closer to real world situations when analogical reasoning is actu
ally used. In addition, our scheme can be used to incorporate considerations of incre
mental analogical reasoning [Burs85] to improve the quality of analogical reasoning.
Therefore, although the algorithms given in this chapter are simple, they can be
refined and can be used as a starting point for a new direction o f research in analogical
reasoning.
An important note to analogical reasoning follows. In Chapter 5 we pointed out
that manipulating the document stems, in a sense, is manipulating the patterns; ana
logical reasoning on document stems can thus be viewed as generating new patterns
through inference which requires analogical reasoning.
In the rest of this section we consider the following two questions which can be
viewed as an evaluation of the algorithms appearing in this chapter.
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(1) Under what condition new structure can be generated? We answer this question
through the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1 If a query takes the form of an incomplete document and can be rewrit
ten (using grammar G) so that structure similarity exists between the incomplete docu
ment stem and a portion in the knowledge structure, then a new structure can be gen
erated.
Proof. The purpose of rewriting the input is to make the internal structure of the input
match part of the existing structure. From the portion of the knowledge space as
stated in the theorem, a fact D can be constructed. Using D as analog and following
the algorithm given in the previous section, a suggestion can be generated. []
There are two important notes that should be made here. First, this indicates one
short coming o f our current approach; analogical reasoning is somewhat syntaxdriven. The other point is that, unlike what some people might guess, Theorem 6.1
indicates that it is fairly easy to generate analogies in the COGMIR framework. This
echoes what happens in natural intelligence: analogical reasoning is prevalent in
people’s daily thinking [Slee84]. According to current algorithms, COGMIR1 may
easily generate unwanted analogy, but this can be controlled by replacing the current
structure comparison algorithm with a more advanced one.
(2) Analogical reasoning is slippery. There is a need for evaluate the quality of the
suggestion generated through analogical reasoning. How bad the result may be? The
following theorem gives us some insight
Theorem 6.2 The generated structure
used as an analog.

does not exceed the D-cover of the fact D
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Proof. Suppose

exceeds the D-cover, that is, there exists at least one object or rela

tionship, say e e ¥ , which is not mapped from the A (the document stem which
correspond to£>). Consequently, <t>_I(e) e D . But this is contradictoiy to the definition
of the D-cover.

[]

This theorem states that the width of the structure generation is under control.
An important final remark is that, no matter what suggestions are generated, it is
the user who should determine whether need to keep them or not. That is, unlike
other situations in which no new structure is generated, here, the relevance is deter
mined by the user.
6.6 Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have shown how analogical reasoning can be treated as a
natural extension of information retrieval. Analogical reasoning is prevalent in human
intelligence. Our work indicates how our COGMIR framework can deal with this in a
manner similar to that done by a human being. No matter whether the result of ana
logical reasoning is good or bad, the ability for doing this this kind of reasoning is a
symbol of intelligence, and this is done in COGMIR framework. Similar to [Lark88],
the work in this chapter has shown that knowledge stored in the knowledge space can
be used flexibly, with relatively easy generalization or transfer to new domains. But
unlike [Lark88] where "general knowledge" is needed to deal with domain related
knowledge, in COGMIR this kind of control is built into the structure of the model.
Since COGMIR is extended from a model of classical information retrieval, we
have the following comments regarding to the relationship between our work and
classical IR. Although there was some previous work using analogical reasoning in
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retrieval in classical IR systems (eg. [Naka82])( that kind of analogical reasoning does
not concern the generation of new structure. Nevertheless, there is still some relation
ship between our work and traditional IR. To investigate this kind of relationship, it is
helpful to understand the nature of inference in COGMIR1 (and its more general ver
sion, COGMIR).
In the classical IR model, RSV (retrieval status value) is used to measure the
degree of the similarity between a queiy and a document. Particularly in the vector
space model, the RSV can be viewed as calculated from the query vector and a given
document vector. But classical IR is not at all concerned with generating a new vec
tor to stand for new text. In the context of COGMIR, what is done in the vector space
model is to restrict comparison only between the boundaries. While in the structure
mapping, as discussed in this chapter, the structure is compared through the whole
"interior" of the document stems. The method of comparison is also more complex.
To summarize, in this chapter we have demonstrated how to use the COGMIR
framework to solve query implied problems by using analogical reasoning in COGMIRI. Here are some of the features:
(1) We have examined the process of query invoked structure generation, or analogi
cal reasoning, in the framework of COGMIR1. We found out that COGMIR1 provides
a proper framework to perform structure comparison and new structure generation.
(2) Analogical reasoning is treated as inductive reasoning in the COGMIR framework.
In this framework, analogical reasoning can be viewed as an extension of intelligent
retrieval. Although it has long been recognized that retrieval of some familiar
knowledge is a prerequisite for performing analogical reasoning, the research in

analogical reasoning does not take the process of retrieval into serious consideration.
Usually it is assumed that the analogs are already there, while actually they are not,
and they must be constructed first. These analogs are constructed in the COGMIR
through revised algorithms for document reconstruction or fact construction.

CHAPTER 7
DESIGN ISSUES

7.1 Basic considerations
In Chapters 5 and 6 we described a case study. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the
purpose of this dissertation is to explore some problems in knowledge engineering.
Basically, we are not aiming for a complete implementation or a commercializable
end product. However, algorithms described in previous chapters (along with some
other less important algorithms) have been implemented, written in Prolog. This kind
of implementation was helpful in fully developing these algorithms.
In Chapters 5 and 6 we only discussed separate algorithms. The purpose of this
chapter is to give some additional description for implementing the system as a whole.
In this section we consider some general issues that should be considered in an imple
mentation.
An experimental system for implementing the algorithms should provide the fol
lowing working functions: (1) storage of documents, (2) retrieval of single document
as well as fact, and (3) construction of pseudo-facts based on currently available
knowledge.
The fundamental task of implementation is to meet the system functions at one
end and the data structure at the other. Some desirable features are:
1. Top-down design. At the top level are the system modes. At the lowest level are the
most fundamental modules directly dealing with the data structures.
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2. Extendable. The structure of the entire program should facilitate later extension.
The result of these considerations is a 3-layer structure. Each component in the
top layer stands for a system mode, and each component has several components in
the middle layer. The lowest layer consists of some fundamental modules dealing
with the manipulation of the lists; these modules can be accessed by all the modules at
the middle level. The lowest layer directly deals with the data structure. The middle
level modules may deal with the data structures through the lowest level, but may also
deal with the data structures directly. The three layers are shown in Figure 7.1 (The
modes at the highest layer will be explained soon).
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Figure 7.1 Relationship beteeen tbe modules of the system
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7.2 System modes
From a user’s view, the system works in hybrid manner: storage and retrieval
(including pseudo retrieval). The following are the various modes provided by the
system.
(1) s: storage document. In this mode, documents written in grammar G and typed
in front of the terminal by the user will be converted into internal form (object tuples
and relationship tuples), and these new tuples are attached to the overall object list and
relationship list which are stored in outfiles. Other related lists, including the concep
tual term list and the document description list, which are stored in some other out
files, will also be updated. After these lists are updated, they will be sent back to the
files from which they originated.
(2) r: retrieve a single document by query description list. In this mode the user may
retrieve a document by specifying query description list. The various lists (such as the
object list, relationship list, conceptual term list, or document description list) are con
sulted by the main program and the retrieved document is displayed on the screen.
(3) f: retrieve a fact by query description list. In this mode, contents from different
documents will jointly form a fact to answer the query. Facts are constructed accord
ing to the algorithm described in Chapter 5. In the current version, if there is more
than one possible way to construct facts, only one fact will be constructed. (This is
because the current version is only used to demonstrate our scheme does work. It is
not used for "discovery design”).
(4) m: new structure generation based on structure mapping. The mode realizes
analogical reasoning. The user types in the incomplete document to describe the
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situation of the problem, and COGMIR 1 will construct a query invoked new structure
as a suggestion. However, storing the generated structure into the knowledge space
has not yet been implemented. Since analogical reasoning is the final resort when no
"real" knowledge is available, the user is encouraged to. try more conventional modes
first.
7.3 The bare system
This simple system (implemented in Vax 11/780 running on Unix) was
developed to cany out some fundamental ideas described in previous chapters. Since
the system does not necessarily provide initial knowledge space, that is, it has an
empty knowledge space, this kind of system may be referred to as the "bare" system.
The "bare" system includes the following:
(1) The core procedures. These core procedures control the execution of the system,
but is extendable.
(2) Some fundamental lists. To facilitate use, in addition to these core procedures, the
"bare" system also provides the following:
(a) a pre-defined dictionary, and vocabularies of different parts of words, that is, noun
list, verb list and adjective list;
(b) a pre-defined conceptual term list which provides some related terms for some
terms which are very likely to be used as "concepts;"
(c) user utilities to modify the noun list, verb list and adjective list.
All these lists are stored as files and are updated whenever a valid document is
stored.

When a user enters COGMIR1, he can type in short documents (written in gram
mar G). Among other things, the system will process these documents into their inter
nal structure in terms of object tuples and relationship tuples. The knowledge space
can thus be built gradually.

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this concluding chapter we summarize our work, examine our major contribu
tions, mention problems, and discuss some possible future works.
8.1 Contributions
As already mentioned in Chapter 1, this dissertation is an explorative work. To
examine the contribution of our work, we first point out that there have been many
articles to study the use of AI techniques in information retrieval. This work shows an
inverse direction, i.e., using the model of information retrieval in knowledge engineer
ing. Our work is also the first to investigate analogical reasoning from the perspective
of extended information retrieval. We have made the following three contributions in
this work:
(1) A model. We point out the need for a cognitive model to extend the current IR
model into knowledge engeneering and propose a general model which can serve as a
framework for integrating and utilizing knowledge. This model serves as an inter
mediate level between acquired knowledge and the actual data storage. Moreover, in
a case study, we further define data structures for the components of the model, and
discuss the operations on these data structures.
(2) A scheme. We have developed a new idea of query invoked memory reorganiza
tion, which provides a useful scheme for utilizing knowledge in a flexible and holistic
manner. That is, although there is only one way to store knowledge, there are poten
tially numerous ways to utilize it.
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(3) Combination o f research in intelligent retrieval and analogical reasoning. We
have proposed a way to combine the task of analogical reasoning with the task of
information retrieval, two areas that were previously separate. COGMIR provides a
suitable framework for structure mapping which is crucial for analogical reasoning.
8.2 Summary of the methods
We have assumed that computer science is an empirical inquiry [Newe77]. This
includes the following steps.
(1) Formation o f assumptions and hypothesis in the subject area. We take the
viewpoint that computer science is an empirical science. Based on recent results of
cognitive science and some of our own observations, we have formed a set of assump
tions used in exploration. The assumptions include considerations from cognitive sci
ence, such as limited capacity assumption, biased comparison assumption and
integrated processing assumption as discussed in Chapter 2. We also considered res
trictions of our model, such as order assumption as given Chapter 5.
(2) Extension o f property. We start from the model of information retrieval, extend
some of its desired properties to form a mote general system, and then demonstrate it
in a more detailed prototype system.
(3) Formation o f the model. Based on a set of fundamental assumptions and related
knowledge, it is possible to establish our framework. A computer model is developed
in Chapter 3, which includes the specification and the function of its components, and
the fundamental ideas of manipulating this model. According to the criteria given in
[Arch75], this type of model can be classified as a theoretical model, because it
demonstrates some basic criteria.
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8.3 COGMIR as a theoretical model
We examine the features of COGMIR, from the modeling point of view. COG
MIR falls in the category of theoretical model [Achi75], [Achi75] also gives five
features to characterize a theoretical model. In the following, we point out how our
suggested model meets these features by examing them one by one.
(1) COGMIR is a set of assumptions about describing the process of intelligent infor
mation retrieval, (as described in previous section).
(2) COGMIR describes a type of information retrieval (IR) system by attributing to it
an inner structure, composition, or mechanism, reference to which is to explain vari
ous properties exhibited by this kind of IR system.
(3) COGMIR is treated as a simplified approximation, useful in that it includes actu
ally carrying out some important principles of human information retrieval.
(4) COGMIR is proposed within the broader framework of the theory of information
retrieval, and it can be easily extended for further research.
(5) COGMIR is formulated, developed, and employs some terms (eg. conceptual
memory) used, on the basis of an analogy between the system described in the model
(a computerized information retrieval system) and a different system (human intelli
gent system).
8.4 Query and memory reorganization
There are some advantages related to query invoked memory reorganization.
First of all, knowledge obtained from different documents can be organized together
to meet the request represented by the query. This realizes the integration of
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knowledge. Requested knowledge is not restricted to any single input document,
although the original documents still provide clues to the search of memory. More
over, knowledge is viewed in a more active manner, which realizes the idea of
knowledge engineering. Input documents are not the only source of knowledge accu
mulation; knowledge can also update itself. Another advantage is that a query serves
as a hint to make memory updating possible. Memory without such an updating abil
ity is too passive; on the other hand, updating in a fixed, pre-determined manner is of
only very restricted use. A fourth advantage of query invoked memory reorganization
is that analogical reasoning, which has been a somewhat isolated research issue, is
now treated as a natural extension of knowledge retrieval, i. e .,, a kind of "intelligent”
retrieval in which that which was "retrieved” was not stored before. Query invoked
memory reorganization provides an opportunity of memory updating along the desired
direction specified by the query. Finally, new structure can be generated through
query invoked memory reorganization.
8.5 Relationship with research topics in AI
In the previous sections we have examined what is new in our work. In Chapter
1 we pointed out that our interest is in the use of IR methods to AI. In the following,
we will summarize several aspects of our contributions along the direction of tradi
tional AI research interests.
(1) Knowledge representation. We have introduced an intermediate level for
knowledge representation; we have also developed the method of using conceptual
memory to organize knowledge stored in the knowledge space into various domains.
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(2) Pattern manipulation. It has been noticed that one of problems of Prolog is that
pattern matching can become extremely inefficient when the database is large and
there are many pattern-directed modules in the program; this kind o f efficiency can be
improved by a more sophisticated organization of the database, including the indexing
o f the information in the database, or partition of the information into sub-bases, or
partition of the set o f pattern-directed modules into subsets [Brat86]. But so far no
actual approach has ever been proposed. The COGMIR framework provides a feasible
scheme for both indexing and partition; instead of dealing with low level patterns
directly, the use o f documents (or what we called facts) provides an intermediate level
of manipulating patterns. When COGMIR is implemented in Prolog, this kind of
indexing and partition can be viewed as a kind of enhancement of Prolog.
(3) Space searching. As a direct consequence of improved pattern manipulation,
space searching is no longer restricted to low level such as searching for a single
object or a single sentence. Rather, searching is carried out at a higher level.
8.6 Relationship with the core of computer science
The research described in this thesis, although new in concept, is closely related
to the core of computer science. In fact, COGMIR is a suitable project to fully utilize
computer science knowledge. We already discussed the relationship with classical IR
and database systems. Below, we consider the core of computer science.
(i) Relationship with computer architecture. At the highest level is the virtual
machine o f knowledge engineering extended from the classical model of information
retrieval. The basic idea is indicated in the COGMIR model.
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(ii) Relationship with language issues. This dissertation project is related to language
issues in many aspects, particularly those related to the processing of input documents
and generation of new text.
(iii) Relationship with database theory. We have already pointed out the relationship
o f COGMIR with database theory.
(iv) Relationship with foundations o f computer science. This work also concerns
some mathematical concepts which are fundamental to computer science; for instance,
the set theoretical approach as well as the methodology mentioned in the previous sec
tions.
8.7 Some general observations
(1) More about knowledge integration. In this dissertation, only a few aspects of
knowledge integration are investigated; i. e., those that are related to knowledge accu
mulation. There are many other aspects of knowledge integration, for instance, deal
ing with conflicting information, that were not addressed here. It is possible to deal
with this by simply using a time stamp, ignoring previous acquired knowledge and
keeping only the most recently acquired information.
(2) More issues about traditional IR. We have mentioned the relationship with the
traditional IR many times. In this dissertation we have only concentrated on the issues
that have not been addressed in IR; on the other hand, features closely related to clas
sical IR have been simplified. More issues can be discussed along the direction of IR,
for instance, the forming of ranked output for document retrieval as well as fact
retrieval. Many useful techniques, such as automatic indexing and constructing of
thesaurus, can be incorporated into COGMIR (particularly its restricted version
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COGMIR 1). In addition, some restrictions which are used for simplify the implemen
tation can also be removed. For instance, in COGMIR 1 we have assumed that the
documents entered the system according to their document description number. This
restriction can be easily removed by using an additional field in each item of the docu
ment description list, to indicate the actual order these documents entered.
(3) About parallelism. We agree to view that thought and problem solving have a
sequential character when viewed over a time frame of minutes or hours, although
each step in the sequence may be the result of the simultaneous activity of a large
number of simple computational elements, each influencing others and being
influenced by them [Rume87]. Since our model deals with problem solving at a level
"higher enough," it is handled in a sequential manner.
(4) The fuzzy nature o f information processing.
The research of analogy is closely related to approximate reasoning, which may
be viewed as a way of fuzzy reasoning. There are some more considerations related
to fuz2 y concepts in COGMIR1. For instance, we may consider a fuzzy boundary of a
document stem. Moreover, the process of structure comparison and structure genera
tion can be incorporated with a fuzzy function.
The importance of fuzzy set theory in classical information retrieval has been
emphasized in [Kraf83, Radi83]. On the other hand, the relationship between analogy
and fuzzy set theory or fuzzy logic was discussed in [Bour83, Reis82, delC82].
When the classical IR model is extended to knowledge engineering in which the
internal structure of documents is considered, the issue of uncertainty becomes an ever
important consideration. Some reasons are: (1) a major consideration is how truthful
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the representation represents the contents of the documents; (2 ) analogical reasoning
performed on the internal structure of the documents involves a large degree of uncer
tainty; and (3) sometimes it is desirable to access the original documents, and since
documents are represented in their internal form, they must be approximately recon
structed from these documents; this again involves uncertainty.
(5) The role o f the rule base.
The research of rules in AI is flourishing, and the limitation of using the rules has
also been discussed by many authors [John83, Gold8 6 , Stan8 6 a, Stan8 6 b]. Although
in this dissertation we do not fully explore the use of the rule base in the COGMIR
framework, it can be incorporated along the notes in section 3.7.
8.8 Future work
Some considerations related to this dissertation work have been described in
[Chen87a, Chen87b, Chen8 8 ]. In addition, there are some different directions for
future research.
(1) Better language processing ability. If we do not strive to "full" natural language
processing, then it is almost "always" possible to improve the ability of handling the
restricted English (or English-like sentences).
(2) Text understanding and graphic input. The current version of COGMIR is syntax
oriented (although mixed with semantic considerations). Better "understanding" in the
COGMIR framework means a lot of additional work, including means to better utilize
a rule base. An alternative to text input is to consider graphic input.
(3) More theoretical investigation. Just like some other AI work, in COGMIR1,
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efficiency has not been a major concern. Further research around computational prob
lems may result in better data structures and more efficient algorithms. Another
aspect is to further formalize our result (see point (5) below).
(4) Consideration related to distributed knowledge sources. As indicated in Chapter
2

, we have been interested in the process of integration in the sense that it is related to

knowledge accumulation. On the other hand, since the documents may be viewed as
knowledge sources, it is reasonable to assume that under certain conditions, the
knowledge needed to solve a problem can be treated as the result of a kind of integra
tion on some knowledge sources, and these knowledge sources can be treated as docu
ments. Starting from this viewpoint, we may consider deliberately distributing a prob
lem solving task in a kind of distributed environment. This would mean that process
ing could be done in a parallel manner.
(5) More explorations on analogical reasoning. There is still much work to be done
related to analogical reasoning, especially incremental analogical reasoning. In fact,
the structure of the knowledge space in the case study, provides a suitable framework
for structure comparison at different levels. In addition, we can consider the relation
ship of analogical reasoning and logic in the framework of COGMIR, although we
recognize the inherent limitation of logic [Pent8 3j.
(6) Knowledge transferring between different knowledge domains. We have allowed
documents may from more than one domain. In practice, these documents may from
several specified domains. This kind of consideration may lead to the topic of
knowledge transference between different knowledge domains (e.g., transferring
knowledge from physics to chemistry).

APPENDIX A: SAMPLE INPUT

The following are some short paragraphs, each stands fo r a possible input (i.e., docu
ment) to C0GMIR1. Each document is processed into object tuples and relationship
tuples and then stored in the knowledge space. The original documents are not stored.

a person has a heart, the heart pumps blood into arteries, the arteries carry blood to
heart, the veins pumps blood from heart.

a bat remits sound, the sound is inaudible, the bat approaches an obstacle, the obsta
cle is invisible, the obstacle reflects the sound, the bat detects the obstacle.

people put stones on treetrunk. stones are heavy, treetrunk rolles on ground, treetrunk
carries stones, people move stones.

people use string, string pulls kite, kite is light and flat, airstream hit kite at angle,
kite flies through air.

a water clock has a reservoir, the reservoir generates overflowoutleL the reservoir
drips into tank, tank has float, the float carries pointer, the water level lifts a pointer,
the pointer indicates time.

a melon has seeds, the melon is round and edible, the seeds are small and hard,
engineers design a machine, the machine opens the melon, the machine removes the
seeds.
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE OUTPUT

The following is the edited printout of COGMIR1. Input after the symbol "I: " or "I ?’’
was typed by the user. The response of COGMIR is appeared in upper case
letters. Only the comments appeared in ( } are edited. The purpose of this editing is
to help the reader understand what has happened in COGMIR 1 system.

WELCOME TO COGMIR SYSTEM
9#cifc4i)4c9ic>(cifr3(ea|(3|c4|c3|<Jfe4(3fei|c3fr9|rj|rjfe3fc>fri|e9|c>|e4c>frafr]|c9#«9ic94c

IN ORDER TO ENTER A NEW SESSION OF COGMIR,
PLEASE RE-ENTER PROLOG
THEN TYPE [cog].

COGMIR IS NOW READY TO STORE
NEW DOCUMENTS AND INTEGRATE THEM
INTO CURRENT KNOWLEDGE SPACE OR RETRIEVE
INFORMATION STORED IN
THE KNOWLEDGE SPACE.

PLEASE TYPE YOUR OPTION. THE VALID OPTIONS ARE:
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d.

FOR DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL

h.

FOR HELP

m.

FOR STRUCTURE MAPPING

r.

FOR DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL

f.

FOR FACT RETRIEVAL

s. FOR STORAGE
u.

FOR UTILITIES

X.

TO END A SESSION

yes
I ?- s.

NOW YOU ARE IN STORAGE MODE.
YOUR DOCUMENT WILL BE REFERRED TO AS NUMBER 5

PLEASE INPUT DOCUMENT AS BELOW.

I: people use water, water drives wheels, wheels grind grain.?

PROCESSING. . .

DOCUMENT IS STORED AND INTEGRATED INTO KNOWLEDGE SPACE.
UPDATED LISTS WILL BE SENT TO RELATED FILES.
IN ORDER TO DO SO, YOU HAVE TO LEAVE COGMIR TEMPORARILY.

THANK YOU FOR HAVING CONSULTED COGMIR.

PLEASE REENTER PROLOG FOR A NEXT COGMIR SESSION.

BYE-BYE. SEE YOU SOON.

[ Prolog execution halted ]

{ The following is a new session of COGMIR invoked from PROLOG.
The "WELCOME" screen is same as before, and is not duplicated below. }

I ?-r.

PLEASE TYPE IN QUERY LIST:

I: tumor doctor?
COGMIR IS NOW FINDING REQUESTED DOCUMENT(S). . .

RETRIEVED DOCUMENT(S) IS (ARE):

D
THE RECONSTRUCTED TEXT IS AFTER THE FIRST DOT.

{ Empty posting. No document stored is related to the query }

COGMIR IS READY FOR A NEW TASK.
ENTER YOUR OPTION:
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yes
l? -r.

PLEASE TYPE IN QUERY LIST:

I: veins heart?
COGMIR IS NOW FINDING REQUESTED DOCUMENT(S). . .

RETRIEVED DOCUMENTS) IS (ARE):
[[3,[veins, heart],Q]]

{ Document #3 has all the requested objects, and is constructed below .}

THE RECONSTRUCTED TEXT IS AFTER THE FIRST DOT.

person has heart,
heart pumps blood into arteries,
arteries cany blood to heart,
veins pumps blood from heart.

COGMIR IS READY FOR A NEW TASK.
ENTER YOUR OPTION:

yes
I ?-r.

PLEASE TYPE IN QUERY LIST:

I: engineer story?
COGMIR IS NOW FINDING REQUESTED DOCUM ENTS)..

RETRIEVED DOCUMENT(S) IS (ARE):
[[2 ,[engineer],[story]]]

{ Document #2 is the only one partially satisfied, which includes
object "engineer" but does not have "story". )

THE RECONSTRUCTED TEXT IS AFTER THE FIRST DOT.

engineer design machine,
machine open melon,
machine remove seeds.

COGMIR IS READY FOR A NEW TASK.
ENTER YOUR OPTION:

yes
l? -f.

COGMIR IS NOW PERFORMING FACT RETRIEVAL.
PLEASE TYPE IN QUERY LIST.
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I: melon machine?

COGMIR IS NOW TRYING TO FIND A FACT. . .

RELATED DOCUMENTS ARE:
[[ 1 , [melon], [machine]], [2 , [melon, machine], 0 ]]

THE CONSTRUCTED FACT IS AFTER THE FIRST DOT.

melon has seeds,
melon is watery and round,
seeds are small and hard,
engineers design machine,
machine opens melon,
machine removes seeds.

[Notice that the fact comes from two documents instead of one]
COGMIR IS READY FOR A NEW TASK.
ENTER YOUR OPTION:

yes
I ?-m,

COGMIR NOW PERFORMING STRUCTURE MAPPING FOR ANALOGICAL
REASONING.
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PLEASE INPUT A FEW SENTENCES BELOW USING LEGAL FORMAT.
COGMIR WILL TRY TO ANSWER YOUR QUERY ANALOGICALLY
BASED ON CURRENTLY AVAILABLE KNOWLEDGE.

I: brain has tumor, brain is watery and round,
tumor is hard and small, how doctor remove tumor.?

{ The user types several sentences to describe the
situation. COGMIR will form a fact by performing
query-invoked memory reorganization and generate
new structure to provide a suggestion.}

THE GENERATED TEXT IS AFTER THE FIRST DOT.

brain has tumor,
brain is watery and round,
tumor is hard and small,
doctor design [machine,-like],
[machine,-like] open brain.
[machine,-like] remove tumor,
yes
I ?-r.

PLEASE TYPE IN QUERY LIST:

I: people, plane?
COGMIR IS NOW FINDING REQUESTED DOCUMENT(S). . .

RETRIEVED DOCUMENT^) IS (ARE):

D
THE RECONSTRUCTED TEXT IS AFTER THE FIRST DOT.

{ Again empty posting. No document stored is related to the query )

COGMIR IS READY FOR A NEW TASK.
ENTER YOUR OPTION:

yes
I ?-r.

PLEASE TYPE IN QUERY LIST:

I: bat?
COGMIR IS NOW FINDING REQUESTED DOCUMENT(S). . .

RETRIEVED DOCUMENT(S) IS (ARE):
[[6,[bat],nil
THE RECONSTRUCTED TEXT IS AFTER THE FIRST DOT.
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bat emits sound,
sound is inaudible,
obstacle reflects sound,
obstacle is invisible,
bat detects obstacle.

COGMIR IS READY FOR A NEW TASK.
ENTER YOUR OPTION:

yes
I ?- m.

COGMIR NOW PERFORMING STRUCTURE MAPPING FOR ANALOGICAL
REASONING.

PLEASE INPUT A FEW SENTENCES BELOW USING LEGAL FORMAT.
COGMIR WILL TRY TO ANSWER YOUR QUERY ANALOGICALLY
BASED ON CURRENTLY AVAILABLE KNOWLEDGE.

I: the enemies dispatch a plane, the plane is invisible, how
people detect plane.?

{Similar to the "tumor" example,
the user types several sentences to describe the
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situation. COGMIR will form a fact by performing
query-invoked memory reorganization and generate
new structure to provide a suggestion. )

THE GENERATED TEXT IS AFTER TOE FIRST DOT.

*

enemies dispatch plane,
plane is invisible,
people emit [sound-like].
[sound-like] is inaudible,
plane reflects [sound-like],
people detect plane.
l?-x.

END OF A SESSION.
BYE-BYE.
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